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Standard Setting in Human Rights: Critique and Prognosis

Makau Mutua*

ABSTRACT

This article interrogates the processes and politics of standard setting in human rights. It traces the history of the human rights project and critically explores how the norms of the human rights movement have been created. This article looks at how those norms are made, who makes them, and why. It focuses attention on the deficits of the international order, and how that order—which is defined by multiple asymmetries—determines the norms and the purposes they serve. It identifies areas for further norm development and concludes that norm-creating processes must be inclusive and participatory to garner legitimacy across various divides.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the past decade, the thinking has been that international action on human rights should move from setting legal standards to the implementation of existing standards. The usefulness of some new standards has been questioned, and there is evidence that disenchantment is growing. At its simplest, the issue is that treaty making in the area of human rights has, in some ways, become complicated, and even in cases where a text is adopted, there is no guarantee that the treaty is effective. Both governments and nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) are divided over the value of undertaking negotiations on new texts. Recent negotiations on particular standards—for example, the Optional Protocols to the Convention on the Rights of the Child and the
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Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment—show that some states are reluctant to support new standards, even when ratification is optional.

This article examines the nature and recent evolution of international human rights standard setting processes. It analyzes the effectiveness of those processes, the role of different actors within those processes, and seeks to identify possible new avenues in standard setting. It also seeks to understand the processes involved in standard setting and draws lessons through the examination of different standards and their contexts. The aim is to provide analysis, guidance, and fresh thinking to human rights experts and human rights NGOs that seek to initiate or advocate for new human rights standards and officials in inter-governmental and governmental organizations that are involved in standard setting processes.

The article specifically examines the history and genesis of four cases where standards have been recently drafted or amended: the Optional Protocol to the Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment; the Declaration on Human Rights Defenders otherwise known as the Declaration on the Right and Responsibility of Individuals, Groups and Organs of Society to Promote and Protect Universally Recognized Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms; the Declaration on the Right to Development; and the Guiding Principles on Internal Displacement. The author consulted different actors involved in negotiations leading to the adoption of these instruments. Their insights were useful in allowing the research to draw conclusions in relation to each case study and, eventually, in relation to standard-setting in general.

Against this background, the article asks three primary sets of questions. The first set of questions asks: By what formal and informal processes have recent standards been established? What have been the strengths and weaknesses of those processes in different cases? The second set of questions asks: What lessons can be drawn? Which benchmarks are useful? Is there, as some have suggested, a proliferation of standards? What strategic options should NGOs consider as they plan ahead? What new approaches should be explored in relation to standard setting? Should some of the resources that currently go into standard setting be focused elsewhere? If so, on what? The final set of questions asks: Which new standards are necessary and which are not, and why? Can organizations cooperate to agree on priorities and criteria? What constraints and opportunities need to be considered?

Section II of the article begins with a discussion of the central question of whether international action on human rights should move from setting

standards to implementing existing standards. It then looks at the historical antecedents of the problem and the origins of the regime of the international human rights corpus, including an examination of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights as a normative foundation. Section III describes and analyzes the actual process by which standards are set. It looks at the different types of documents that are used to encapsulate norms, the weight of these different platforms, and the bargaining techniques, including obstruction, which characterize the process. Section III then considers the question of ownership of norms and the constituencies who stand behind the standards.

Section IV delves into the implications of the proliferation of actors in the standard setting process over the past several decades. It argues that the diversity of players has significantly influenced law making. Section V closely examines the role of NGOs in relation to that process. It identifies the leading, but complex, role that NGOs often play in relation to the development and adoption of standards. Section VI addresses potential deficits in the process of identifying and adopting standards in relation to three specific deficits: numbers, participation, and democracy. Finally, Section VII identifies some areas where new standards might be needed and proposes some pointers for the betterment of the human rights standard-setting process.

II. NORM-SETTING IN INTERNATIONAL LAW AND HUMAN RIGHTS

A. Historical Antecedents

The normative regime of international human rights law originated in liberal theory and philosophy. The rise of the modern nation-state in Europe and its monopoly over violence and the instruments of coercion gave birth to a culture of individual rights to contain the abusive and invasive state. John Locke reduced this relationship between the state and the individual to a philosophy in his *Two Treatises of Government.* In liberal theory, individual rights act as a bar against the despotic proclivities of the state. It is on this theoretical foundation that international human rights law rises. Thus, the modern state is the primary guarantor of human rights, while it is at the same time the basic target for international human rights law. For several centuries, however, these normative limitations remained the exclusive province of constitutional and other domestic legal regimes. The creation of a binding system of international human rights law did not happen until

---

after World War II—following the abominations of the Third Reich. Human rights law is therefore at its core an internationalization of the obligations of the liberal state.

To be certain, the post-war international human rights regime did not spring into existence overnight. It has its historical antecedents in a number of mass struggles, international law doctrines, and institutions. These include anti-colonial struggles, state responsibility for injuries to aliens, struggles against (and from) religious persecution, the Mandates and Minorities Systems of the League of Nations, the protection of minorities, humanitarian intervention, international humanitarian law, the struggle for women’s rights, anti-slavery campaigns, and anti-apartheid and other anti-racist struggles.

In its original formulation, international law was the exclusive preserve of the Society of Nations. The responsibility for the initial construction of the basic principles of international law belonged to this small core of states. Standard setting and norm creation at the dawn of international law were therefore an exclusively European exercise. That is why the guts of the discipline of international law, as well as its theoretical and philosophical predicates, are regarded as Eurocentric.

International law, which was originally state-centered, exclusively governed relationships between nation-states. States alone made and applied international law. Thus, only a select few states were subjects of international law and therefore had any rights under this legal order. After World War I, however, several newly created international organizations were recognized as having some limited rights under international law. Generally, individual human beings did not have any international legal rights; as such, a state’s treatment of its natural persons was not the business of any other state or of the international community.

With the passage of time, the individual started gaining currency in international law. The doctrine of humanitarian intervention, very early on in the development of international law, recognized “as lawful the use of force by one or more states to stop the maltreatment by a state of its own nationals when that conduct was so brutal and large-scale as to shock the conscience of the community of nations.” Later, the individual gained more


protection from the nineteenth century treaties to ban the trans-Atlantic slave trade in Africans and the conclusion of treaties to protect Christians in the Turkish (Ottoman) Empire.

In the early twentieth century, the League of Nations provided that colonial powers observe the “principle that the well-being and development” of native [colonized] peoples “form a sacred trust of civilisation.” The League Covenant also called for “fair and humane conditions of labour for men, women, and children.” The International Labour Organization took up that challenge and produced a plethora of instruments on labor standards and worker’s rights. The League also pushed for the development of an international system for the protection of minorities. International humanitarian law—the law of war—also provided for the care of the wounded or sick combatants and the protection of medical personnel and hospital facilities in wartime.9

While these international legal doctrines and institutions played a critical role in the early foundation of human rights norm-setting, popular mass struggles by marginalized groups and colonized peoples were no less important in giving content to the post-war human rights movement. Examples of these struggles are the anti-colonial and anti-racist movements by the peoples of Africa, Asia, the Pacific, the Caribbean, and Latin America. These struggles for self-determination and independence have left an indelible mark on human civilization. Apartheid in South Africa provided an early impetus for the international human rights movement, even before its formal codification after World War II. Similarly, the struggle for women’s rights—for universal suffrage, equal treatment, and non-discrimination—in all parts of the world have been an indispensable building block in the normative development of the modern human rights movement.

B. The Universal Declaration and the Promise of a Normative Foundation

The United Nations and its Charter unleashed a torrent of norms, processes, and institutions in human rights. Even so, one should not overstress the universality of the United Nations as it stood in 1945. In popular history books, World War II is depicted as a contest between good and evil, with the victorious triumph of the former. However, the post-war international

8. Id. art. 23.
order is anything but equitable. Mohammed Bedjaoui, a Judge at the International Court of Justice, described the order as "scandalous." The difficulties lie in: (i) the inherent inequalities within the structures of international governance; (ii) the asymmetries of power between the North and the South; (iii) the imbalances between states in the global economy; and (iv) the lopsided military domination of the world by the United States. These inequities find their expression in the setting of international standards and their enforcement.

At its inception, the United Nations was not representative of the global communities for whom it purported to speak. In 1945, the UN was launched with fifty-one states as its members—many from Europe and the Americas. Most African, Asian, and Pacific states were still European colonies. Under the leadership of the United States, the West dominated the United Nations, and the new international order forged out of the ashes of World War II. Symptomatic of Western domination was its commanding presence in the UN Security Council, the central and most important organ of the United Nations. Paradoxically, the Preamble of the UN Charter states, in part, that it reaffirms "[f]aith in fundamental human rights, in the dignity and worth of the human person, in the equal rights of men and women and of nations large and small."

One of the purposes of the United Nations is to "achieve international co-operation in solving international problems of an economic, social, cultural or humanitarian character, and in promoting and encouraging respect for human rights and for fundamental freedoms for all without distinction as to race, sex, language or religion." The UN Charter reiterates this ideal when it emphasizes that it shall promote "universal respect for and observance of human rights and fundamental freedoms for all without distinction as to race, sex, language or religion." Despite its structural inequalities, the new international order aspired to the principles of sovereign equality, anti-discrimination, and equal protection. It was into this world that the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR), arguably the most important human rights instrument, was born on 10 December 1948. Forty-eight states unanimously adopted the UDHR, with eight abstentions. It is instructive that a narrow membership of the UN at the time—a mere

11. The UN Security Council is the only organ of the United Nations with the power to authorize the use of force and to make binding decisions on all member states. The Security Council has five permanent members: Russia, China, France, the United States, and Great Britain—who each hold a veto power. See U.N. CHARTER arts. 23, 24, 25, 27, 39, 42, signed 26 June 1945, 59 Stat. 1031, T.S. No. 993, 3 Bevans 1153 (entered into force 24 Oct. 1945).
12. Id. Pmbl.
13. Id. art. 1(3).
14. Id. art. 55(c).
fifty-six states—proclaimed the UDHR "a common standard of achievement for all peoples and all nations."\textsuperscript{15}

There appears to be consensus within the UN and among states, academics, and human rights advocates that the UDHR is the most significant embodiment of human rights standards. It has been described as "showing signs of having achieved the status of holy writ within the human rights movement."\textsuperscript{16} Elsewhere, the UDHR has been described generously as the "spiritual parent" of other human rights documents.\textsuperscript{17} Henry Steiner and Philip Alston, two intellectual leaders of the human rights movement, also call it "the parent document, the initial burst of idealism and enthusiasm, terser, more general and grander than the treaties, in some sense the constitution of the entire movement... the single most invoked human rights instrument."\textsuperscript{18} In short, the UDHR is the normative foundation of the human rights movement, the instrument that became the standard-bearer for the entire enterprise.

Despite the wonderful promise the UDHR offered, serious limitations accompanied the dawn of the international human rights movement. The narrow club of states in the UN at the time seriously compromised the normative universality of the movement's founding document. Antonio Cassese, the former President of the International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia, wrote that the West imposed its philosophy of human rights on the rest of the world because it dominated the United Nations at its inception.\textsuperscript{19} As noted in 1947 by the American Anthropological Association, one of the few NGO bodies to express their view on the impending international Bill of Rights, the promulgation of a universal human rights instrument would be extremely difficult. The Association noted in part:

The problem of drawing up a Declaration of Rights was relatively simple in the Eighteenth century, because it was not a matter of human rights, but of the rights of men within the framework of the sanctions laid by a single society.... Today, the problem is complicated by the fact that the Declaration must be of world-wide applicability. It must embrace and recognize the validity of many different ways of life. It will not be convincing to the Indonesian, the African, the Indian, the Chinese, if it lies on the same plane as like documents of an earlier period.\textsuperscript{20}


\textsuperscript{16} Mary Ann Glendon, Knowing the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, 73 NOTRE DAME L. REV. 1153, 1153 (1998).

\textsuperscript{17} Henry J. Steiner, Political Participation as a Human Right, 1 HARV. HUM. RTS. Y.B. 77, 79 (1988).


The American Anthropological Association pointed out correctly the risks of constructing universal norms and standards, and it cautioned that the cross-cultural legitimacy of any such enterprise would lie in a truly democratic, diverse, and participatory exercise. If the drafters assumed—as had hitherto been the case—that the West was the entirety of humanity, then the Universal Declaration would not resonate in cultures outside the European West. While the composition of the UN Commission on Human Rights, the body that drafted the UDHR, attempted to be culturally and geographically inclusive, the exclusivity of the United Nations sharply limited its membership pool. Theo van Boven has suggested that it was pretentious of the drafters of the UDHR to call it “universal” when a “large part of the world was still under colonial rule and therefore unable to participate in the framing of the document.”

The Commission was led by Eleanor Roosevelt and included such diplomats as Charles Malik of Lebanon and P.C. Chang of China. Some writers have pointed to these two prominent non-Westerners as evidence of the universality of the Commission’s composition, hence the cross-cultural legitimacy of the UDHR. Yet Malik was a Christian, and both he and Chang were rooted firmly in Western liberal conceptions of the individual and the purposes for political society. Both had their formative education in the United States. As correctly noted by Abdullahi Ahmed An-Na’im, “all normative principles . . . are based necessarily on specific cultural and philosophical assumptions.” He concludes that “given the historical context within which the present standards have been formulated, it was unavoidable that they were initially based on Western cultural and philosophical assumptions.”

Other analysts, like Bertrand Ramcharan, argue that it is a misunderstanding of history to say that the UDHR was a product of Western countries, as this denigrates the contribution of the majority of the members of the first Commission on Human Rights who came from Africa, Asia, Latin America, and Eastern Europe. According to him, it also denies the contribution to

24. Id.
the intellectual patrimony of the world of those earlier, pre-Western societies in Asia and Africa, which developed the core ideas of freedom, democracy, and support for the rule of law. The argument is that while the application of these ideas may have evolved over time, their fundamental values and appeal remain universal. Ramcharan suggests that in essence the current debate regarding the universality of rights is more a political debate about power between the industrialized and industrializing countries than one of cultural relativism. This view suggests that cultural diversity might influence the way in which human rights might be applied by different societies, but the underlying tenets remain the same.

It is now an established fact that Western cultural and political norms dominated the early formulation and codification of human rights standards. These ethnocentric limitations notwithstanding, the UDHR is largely a plausible document. It laid the foundation for the later development of both civil and political rights, as well as economic, social, and cultural rights. In this respect, the UDHR should be seen more as a credible promise than a holy text. Parts of the UDHR have entered into the rarefied stratosphere of customary international law, while the rest of it has achieved enormous moral authority. The UDHR, a declaration and not a treaty, is the most important human rights instrument.

Soon after 1945, the exclusivity of the United Nations would be challenged by decolonization, a phenomenon that would transform age-old assumptions about the relationship between the North and the South. By the close of the twentieth century, the United Nations would have more than 190 member states. Law making—and standard setting—within the corridors of the UN and in the human rights arena would have to respond to a more diverse world, thus rendering the process far more complex.

27. Nicolas Valticos has stated that questioning the universality of human rights is "dangerous . . . skeptical relativism," tantamount to admitting that there should be "sub-standards for sub-humans." However, he sees a (limited) role for regional organizations on matters of regional interest, which would supplement the universal standards or provide stimulus to subsequent universal action. See Nicolas Valticos, The Role of the ILO: Present Action and Future Perspectives, in Human Rights: Thirty Years After the Universal Declaration, supra note 1, at 213–14.
29. Buergenthal et al., supra note 6, at 38–43.
III. THE PROCESS OF STANDARD SETTING IN HUMAN RIGHTS

The process of standard setting at the international level suggests complexity, negotiation, and consensus building. It also calls into play competing national interests, cultures, and ideologies. As if these questions were not enough, more difficult matters of the asymmetry of power, the ability to participate effectively in the process, and the capacity to own both the process and the product come into play. Unpacking process, therefore, is a tricky and pivotal question. For it is quite often the case that control over the process makes the final outcome predictable and, sometimes, moot. Where complex and competing players exist, the process becomes as essential as the product itself. Thus, questions must be asked about fairness, transparency, ownership, democracy, and participation in any probing discussion of process.

There is, moreover, a tendency by those involved in the human rights project to use the terms “standard,” “norm,” and “right” interchangeably as though they were synonymous or have an identical meaning. Other terms with similar connotations, such as “entitlement” or “claim,” are sometimes thrown in. All these terms conjure up the following images: ideal, threshold, floor, benchmark, aspiration, and privilege. They suggest things that should be striven for and imply an expectation of the fulfillment of a promise or a duty. However, because the human rights corpus is a species of international law—essentially a legal regime that binds states—it is imperative that analyses of the terms adopt a precise legal lens. The language of the law seeks precision about the legal meaning of words and determines their legal status and the nature of the obligations or privileges it envisages. In fact, it can be plausibly argued that the process of standard setting in human rights is a struggle over the meaning of language and its implications on the conduct of states. Perhaps the most elastic of these terms is the word “standard” itself, which has no particular legal meaning and does not necessarily imply a legal obligation of any kind. A standard is a vacuous, empty receptacle into which one can fit almost anything. It refers to a level of achievement or expectation that may carry with it moral, cultural, or other civilizational aspiration.

The UDHR, for example, which was initially only meant to carry moral authority referred to itself as a “common standard of achievement for all peoples and all nations.” It is almost certain that the UDHR would not have acquired its current authority had it been a legally binding instrument. It is in the flexibility of the term standard that lies hidden therein its wide reach and scope. It can be argued that freeing the term from the narrow strictures of the law gives it more authority and propels it to the forefront as a universal civilizational value that knows no cultural or geographic bound-

31. UDHR, supra note 15, pmbl. (Emphasis added.)
ary. In other words, a standard is a phenomenon that is above a mere legal rule; it is an inherent and self-revealing virtue, one that demands obedience without question. There are advantages, therefore, to employing the loose-ended term particularly if one seeks a wider consensus without any obvious or immediate legal bond.

The term “norm” is more complicated than “standard” although it, too, has the advantage of transcending the narrow confines of the law. A “right” is the most crystallized of all these terms. It is the element that is laid bare once the other terms—standard and norm—are boiled down to their simplest forms. Arguably the single most important term in any legal regime, the word “right” is the foundation and basis of the human rights movement. In human rights discourse, rights provide the avenues through which human dignity is secured and guaranteed. The term implies both a duty and the bearer of that duty. In human rights law, the state bears the primary duty of protecting rights, which are enjoyed by individuals and groups. A right is viewed as an entitlement.32

While the rule of law is the bar between tyranny and democracy, human rights are the most sacred of all legal entitlements. Once a claim achieves the status of a human right, it acquires the aura of irreversibility, irrevocability, timelessness, and universal validity. Human rights are regarded as the zenith of human civilization. A human right is a crystal and clear phenomenon, an attribute that lacks the hazy outlines of a standard or a norm. It is in this respect that a right—in this case a human right—is a clear distillation and a more careful use of terminology than the more general “norm” or “standard.” It is, therefore, important to note that the term standard encompasses both norms and rights. That is why the process and exercise of the creation of expectations and obligations in human rights can be referred to as standard setting, an expression that covers both binding and non-binding rules and codes of conduct.

A. Capturing Standards, Norms, and Rights

The situation of internally displaced persons (IDPs) is a major contemporary problem. By some estimates, there are twenty-five million IDPs worldwide, virtually all in conflict zones or in dictatorial, authoritarian, or war-torn states.33 The Guiding Principles on Internal Displacement define IDPs thus:

Internally displaced persons are persons or groups of persons who have been forced or obliged to flee or to leave their homes or places of habitual residence, in particular as a result of or in order to avoid the effects of armed conflict, situations of generalized violence, violations of human rights or natural or human-made disasters, and who have not crossed an internationally recognized border.34

Like victims of traditional human rights violations, IDPs do not directly trigger international consequences. They are confined within the borders of their nation of origin and residence. Nonetheless, international law has taken an interest in the plight and deep suffering of IDPs because they are usually neglected or abused by their own states. IDPs also warrant international concern because they can—and often do—cause insecurity and instability in entire regions. As noted by the Norwegian Refugee Council:

These people [IDPs] are forced to seek safety not through asylum in a second state, but before their own governments and within the confines of national borders. The welfare of internally displaced populations has become the subject of international attention because the governments legally accountable for their care and protection are often unable or even unwilling to act on their behalf. Indeed, in many cases, the government in question is at least partly if not wholly responsible for the displacement of its citizens in the first place.35

Internally displaced persons (IDPs) are not per se the subject of any particular treaty or declaration. Prior to the appointment in 1992 of a Representative of the UN Secretary General on Internally Displaced Persons (Francis Deng),36 no particular specialized office within the United Nations system focused on IDPs. The UN had, however, been preoccupied with refugee matters for decades. However refugee law, while it offers useful lessons to a regime for the treatment of IDPs, it applies only to persons who have crossed an international border. It does not apply to IDPs. As noted by Deng, "[IDPs] . . . have been forced to leave their homes and find themselves in refugee-like situations."37 As such, "refugee law, by analogy, can be useful in proposing rules and establishing guidelines to protect the needs of the internally displaced."38 It is not, however, the legal framework for addressing IDPs.

34. Id. ¶ 1.
35. NORWEGIAN REFUGEE COUNCIL, supra note 33, at 3.
36. Walter Kälin, who was appointed in 2004 to be the Representative of the UN Secretary General on Internally Displaced Persons, is the current UN Secretary General on Internally Displaced Persons.


38. Id.
The United Nations Commission on Human Rights asked the Special Representative on IDPs to determine the extent to which existing legal regimes—human rights, humanitarian law, and refugee law—provided a basis for the protection of IDPs. He produced the *Internally Displaced Persons: Compilation and Analysis of Legal Norms,* which examined international human rights law, humanitarian law, and refugee law and concluded that while all these disparate regimes provided substantial coverage for IDPs, significant gaps and failures in protection existed. In particular, the Special Representative identified weaknesses related to "the need for an expressed right not to be unlawfully displaced, to have access to protection and assistance during displacement and to enjoy a secure return and re-integration."40

The UN General Assembly and the Commission on Human Rights asked that the Special Representative's report be made available widely and then mandated him to "develop an appropriate framework, on the basis of the Compilation and Analysis, for the protection and assistance of internally displaced persons."41 The Special Representative developed the Guiding Principles on Internal Displacement as a response to this mandate. The Guiding Principles are an attempt to harmonize the different legal regimes and to fill the normative gaps in the protection and assistance of IDPs. Why did the Special Representative develop Guiding Principles—a legal form without the force of the law, instead of pushing for a treaty or a declaration—a single definitive instrument—on IDPs?

There is no single human rights instrument addressing IDPs, so many expected that the Special Representative on IDPs would opt for a convention or a declaration. Even if substantial protections existed in disparate legal regimes—in humanitarian law, human rights law, and refugee law—it was felt by advocates of IDPs that the lack of a binding instrument on IDPs was an impediment to their protection.42 The Special Representative and his team of legal experts reached a different conclusion for a variety of reasons. Two of these have been cited as the main rationale behind this decision.

First, the Special Representative and his experts argued that the Guiding Principles would produce in a short time a normative framework "while the elaboration of a treaty or declaration would lead to prolonged negotiations
affecting or even blocking the possibility of using international human rights law effectively in the context of internal displacement for a long time."\textsuperscript{43} He felt that states might either block a treaty or declaration, prolong their negotiation, or even water down existing and recognized legal protections. Second, the Special Representative and his team thought that a document that restated and reflected existing international law would be “sufficient to provide the necessary guidance to states, international agencies, NGOs and others dealing with IDPs.”\textsuperscript{44} Since the existing law was largely sufficient—so the argument went—why not merely restate it in a non-binding document instead of plunging into uncertain and risky waters, leaving the fate of IDPs exposed and open to the whims of states? The gamble was that states would find the Guiding Principles more palatable because ostensibly they did not create new norms or additional obligations.

In 1998, two years after he was asked to produce a normative framework for IDPs, the Special Representative submitted the Guiding Principles to the Commission on Human Rights. The speed with which the Special Representative produced the Guiding Principles was impressive. Rarely do international human rights instruments get realized that fast. By avoiding the lengthy negotiating processes with states at the UN—and opting for a closed circuit of legal academics and other experts—the Special Representative circumvented the traditional processes of standard setting.

The Special Representative manipulated the language to restate existing legal obligations. Thus, instead of “rights” he uses the term “principles,” but there is no doubt that the Guiding Principles refer to the “rights” of IDPs and the “binding obligations” of states with respect to IDPs. Nor is there a doubt that the Guiding Principles represent the single most comprehensive instrument and would be the basis of any future convention on IDPs, if ever there were enough political will to adopt one. Although he does not explicitly say so, the Special Representative clearly engaged in standard setting when he drafted and produced the Guiding Principles.

Generally, the Guiding Principles have been well received by a number of states, even though they could be viewed as a subversion of the established standard setting processes in human rights within the United Nations. To be fair to the Special Representative, the Commission on Human Rights did not ask him to propose a legal text of a treaty or declaration but rather requested him to “develop an appropriate framework”\textsuperscript{45} for the protection of IDPs. What is clear is that the Special Representative kept the UN

\textsuperscript{43} Id. at 4.
\textsuperscript{44} Id.
\textsuperscript{45} Human Rights Questions, supra note 41. This resolution called on the “representative [of the Secretary General] to continue, on the basis of the compilation and analysis, to develop an appropriate framework in this regard for the protection of internally displaced persons.”
General Assembly and the Commission on Human Rights fully informed of his work in the execution of his mandate. The Special Representative "regularly reported on the views expressed on the Guiding Principles by Governments and intergovernmental and nongovernmental organizations, and on the efforts taken by them to promote, disseminate and apply the Guiding Principles."46

Although the Guiding Principles have been demeaned by several states as non-binding, they have won the acclaim and support of many, including the UN General Assembly, the European Union, states in Central and Eastern Europe, Africa, the Americas, and Asia.47 These endorsements by such a wide and diverse array of states give the Guiding Principles a strong moral standing. Their increasing stature as a normative framework is underscored by the reported enthusiasm with which national, regional, and other international institutions continue to receive and promote them.48

It is clear, even to skeptics, that the Guiding Principles have been a success. National, regional, and international bodies—state, non-state, and inter-governmental—have sought training on the use of the Principles. They are quickly becoming the standard by which the rights of IDPs are being promoted and protected. Almost overnight, the Guiding Principles have revitalized interest in IDPs and made them an urgent concern of the international community.49

B. The Weight of Declarations

The most important declaration in human rights, and arguably in all of international law, is the UDHR. Yet the UDHR is only the first of many such instruments in human rights. Since the UDHR's adoption there have been a slew of declarations covering a wide range of concerns. These include the 1998 Declaration on Human Rights Defenders,50 the 1986 Declaration on the Right to Development,51 the 1994 Draft Declaration on the Rights
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of Indigenous Peoples,\textsuperscript{52} and the 1993 Declaration on the Elimination of Violence Against Women.\textsuperscript{53} Typically, UN declarations in the human rights field have been adopted on those questions where a treaty or some other binding instrument would be difficult to achieve.

Two declarations discussed below—on development and human rights defenders—underline the complexity of standard setting. Both declarations have traveled checkered routes. One, the Declaration on the Right to Development, has been mired in a normative swamp, unable to claim a definitive jurisprudence or an academic consensus on its meaning and contours. The other, the Declaration on Human Rights Defenders, came to maturity only after a long period, and the early evidence points to difficulties of implementation. All these declarations, and in particular the Draft Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, are a testimony to the obstinacy of states when they feel threatened by an international human rights instrument. Not even the use of less constraining language—a declaration as opposed to a treaty—will cause states to be less obstructionist in the setting of certain standards.

The UN Commission on Human Rights first asserted the existence of a right to development in 1977.\textsuperscript{54} In 1986, the General Assembly adopted the Declaration on the Right to Development. In 1993, the Vienna World Conference on Human Rights declared that the right to development is “a universal and inalienable right and an integral part of fundamental human rights.”\textsuperscript{55} Since 1986, the Commission struggled to clarify the meaning and content of the right to development, including shedding light on whether the right has a legal status and what such status entails in terms of state responsibility.

The Commission set up working groups and, in 1998, appointed Arjun Sengupta the independent expert to lead the way in the clarification and implementation of the right to development. However, opposition to the right has come from some states, which see the global redistributive justice discourse of the right to development as incompatible with free market and capitalist structures of the global economy. In any event, a quarter century after it was mooted, the right to development still nags at the human conscience. “[E]xtensive efforts to clarify its [right to development] content and,
more importantly, its implications, have yielded little agreement on concrete issues. . . . While many reports have been produced, they have yet to lead to any consensus about the practical consequences of the recognition of the right.  

It is not so much a matter of language that has bedeviled the right to development. The basic problem in the elaboration and implementation of the right arises from the nature of that right, not the instrument or the language in which it is embodied. It would have been impossible, in any case, for the UN to adopt a treaty on the right to development given the reluctance of powerful states to support it. Even though the right to development appears to be stuck in the cogs of international governance, the issues that it raises resonate even more loudly in this era of globalization. The language of development—and the expectation that poverty and want must be done away with or sharply reduced—is part of the discourse and consciousness of the world today. Development—and the seemingly fuzzy right to it—is a standard that is an important part of the human rights normative structure.

Similarly, the Declaration on Human Rights Defenders was not an easy standard to elaborate and implement. Adopted in 1998, it took the UN Working Group thirteen long years to produce the draft. The slow process in the completion of the Declaration has been attributed to two major factors. First, there was tension and friction between the states that supported an instrument on human rights defenders and those that were opposed to it.  

The latter group used the drafting process to delay, and hopefully thwart, the project altogether. Second, the consensus approach adopted allowed a small group of states to veto and delay any meaningful steps to finalize the draft.

Although the Declaration on Human Rights Defenders was not a binding instrument—and in fact only restated rights that are enshrined in other principal human rights treaties and documents—it still elicited opposition from a number of states. The contentious issues were: the relationship between national law and the Declaration in its implementation; whether the Declaration gave human rights defenders any special responsibilities or duties; the right of defenders to access and obtain resources, including funding, for their work; the right to observe trials; the right to act on behalf of the victims of human rights violations; and the ability of human rights defenders to freely determine and choose what issues to focus and work on.  

Despite these questions, the New York-based Human Rights First (formerly Lawyers Committee for Human Rights) pronounced itself happy with the document.
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“In reviewing the Declaration,” it noted, “our overall assessment is a very positive one. The Declaration is the first UN instrument to emphasize that everyone has the right to promote, protect and defend human rights, on the national and international levels.”

NGOs, whose work it is to promote and protect human rights, invested a lot of time, influence, energy, and resources to push for the drafting and adoption of the Declaration. Nevertheless, many NGOs, and the governments that supported them, knew that they could not get states to agree to a treaty because all the rights they wanted were already internationally recognized human rights. It was a triumph, however, for the NGOs to get a mandate that was entrusted to Hina Jilani, a Pakistani human rights activist, as the UN Special Representative on Human Rights Defenders.

Kofi Annan, the UN Secretary General, appointed Jilani Special Representative on Human Rights Defenders in August 2000 after the UN Commission on Human Rights created the post in a resolution. Jilani was mandated to oversee the implementation of the Declaration by states. The resolution creating the mandate asks states to cooperate with, and assist, the Special Representative in the performance of her duties, which include monitoring and intervening in cases of the harassment of human rights monitors and defenders and pressing for the implementation of the Declaration. Jilani has conducted fact-finding and diplomatic missions, published reports on the conditions of human rights defenders, and has lobbied states to honor their obligations under the Declaration.

Due to the fact NGOs feel that they “own” this mandate by having advocated for it and becoming its primary beneficiaries, they have raised funds to support it. There are generally scarce funds to support the activities of the various UN Special Representatives; as such, the more enterprising appointees mobilize their constituencies for support. In her tenure, Jilani has produced several reports. Her mandate will only remain effective if NGO enthusiasm and a sense of ownership are kept up.

C. New Difficulties in Human Rights Standard Setting

There is an emerging consensus, perhaps even a self-fulfilling prophecy among academics and activists, that standard setting in human rights has become relatively more difficult in the last decade. This appears to be the case with respect to negotiations on some treaties or other binding human
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rights instruments. The difficulties were traced to the fifty-three-member UN Commission on Human Rights, although ultimately the resistance was a manifestation of the changed geopolitical makeup since the end of the Cold War. Walter Kälin, a member of the UN Human Rights Committee, has noted that "unlike during the decades before 1990, it is no longer possible to adopt a text once the big powers have found a compromise." He attributes this problem to the "rapidly growing plurality of ideas and positions among states on human rights since the end of the cold war."62

There are competing interpretations of this development. One view is that the diversity of independent voices in the formulation of human rights must be a positive development, even if it results in delays in finding an agreement. Such diversity of opinions may also point to a more genuine end product, one that is more universal and which is bound to find more acceptance and legitimacy in many regions of the world.

The end of the West-East conflict has liberated former satellite states from the ideological tyranny of their respective sponsors, making freelancers of many states. In this climate, states are able to articulate other interests in the formulation of human rights norms. These may include giving the religious, cultural, or political considerations relevant to the particular state more weight than were previously possible. Alternatively, a state may use that latitude to strike deals with other states in ways that are more consonant with the state's national interests. Either way, less directed and eclectic processes for the formulation of human rights standards are now possible, devoid of the orchestrated plasticity of the past where the big powers struck deals and imposed them on weaker states.

The other view is that the absence of a few "guardian" states leaves the field wide open for governments that have no interest in advancing human rights. This view prefers to see the leadership of a few committed and devoted states, who can promote the human rights agenda. What matters here is not diversity for its own sake, but the elaboration and formulation of standards that will enhance, promote, and protect human dignity, even at the risk of denying a wider global participation. This "eyes-on-the-prize" or "the-end-justifies-the-means" approach is popular with some leading Western international human rights NGOs. While it has its own merits, the argument that human rights standard setting has become more difficult since the end of the Cold War may not be entirely correct. Indeed, it took some eighteen years between the UDHR and the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) and the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR), the two principal human
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rights treaties; and then it took another ten years for them to obtain enough ratifications to come into force. That was not a particularly rapid process of norm formulation and enactment. Additionally, several other human rights treaties in the period before the 1990s took long periods to negotiate and come into force.

Attempts to create norms and an institution to try international crimes took more than half a century to come to fruition. The reluctance of states to establish an international criminal tribunal straddles the entire Cold War period, and spills over it. Although the idea of the International Criminal Court (ICC) has been on the agenda of the human rights movement since 1948, it was not until 1998 that the Rome Statute on the International Criminal Court was adopted. The United States stood with Iran, Iraq, Libya, China, Algeria, and Sudan, among others, in its opposition to the ICC. Most of the close allies of the United States in Europe and elsewhere voted for the ICC. The eighteen judges elected by the UN to the ICC on 4–7 February 2003 were sworn into office in The Hague on 11 March 2003.

Standard setting and the implementation of human rights have come under new challenges in the wake of the 11 September 2001 suicide attacks in New York City and Washington, D.C. Led by the United States and its avowed “war on terror,” many states have qualified sharply their commitment to the promotion and protection of human rights. Security and the “war on terror” have taken center stage and pushed human rights further down the ladder of international concerns. Since the terror attacks, the United States has enacted and promulgated laws, policies, and measures that
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have contracted civil liberties in the United States. Some of the measures, including the executive order by the Bush administration to establish military tribunals to try individuals designated as terrorists, were more reminiscent of authoritarian and undemocratic states, not the self-proclaimed leader of the free world.\textsuperscript{69} Undemocratic and authoritarian states, which are prone to human rights abuses, have seized on US restriction of civil liberties and disrespect for international law to crush domestic dissent and oppose more openly human rights initiatives at global fora.

This most recent disregard of international law and human rights by the United States has a longer history. The United States qualified its support for universal human rights initiatives almost at the dawn of the human rights movement. Eleanor Roosevelt, the former first lady of the United States, might rightly be described as the mother of the UDHR. However, US enthusiasm waned quickly, and in 1953 the country withdrew from the drafting process of the ICCPR and the ICESCR.\textsuperscript{70} Fearing international scrutiny for racism and other human rights violations—but citing sovereignty concerns—the United States refused to participate in human rights standard setting, let alone the ratification of human rights instruments. It was not until 1992 that the US ratified the ICCPR. Under the Bush administration, US unilateralism in international affairs has become much more affirmed, as demonstrated by the rejection of the Kyoto Protocol, its withdrawal from a number of other international commitments, and the 2003 war on Iraq.\textsuperscript{71}

Even so, the current unilateralist approach by the United States is a departure from the more consultative administrations of John F. Kennedy, Jimmy Carter, and Bill Clinton. Kennedy sought to create a more endearing image of the United States abroad through programs such as the Peace Corps and assistance to emergent post-colonial states. Under Carter, human rights rhetoric was given unprecedented prominence in US foreign policy. It was during his administration that a human rights bureau was created in the State Department and a number of measures put in place to include human rights considerations in the calculus of US policy. Foreign assistance and aid were tied to human rights conditions. Clinton revived this more humanist tradition by emphasizing human rights, democracy, and labor rights as important benchmarks of US foreign policy. However, the open defiance—and gratuitous flouting—of international law and human rights by the United States has without doubt weakened the international norm-setting processes and undermined efforts at the enforcement of human rights.


D. Traditional Obstacles to Standard Setting

The most widely used instruments for the creation of human rights standards are treaties and declarations. Usually, these devices for the promotion or protection of human rights were negotiated under the auspices of the UN Commission on Human Rights. The treaty—more than the declaration—has been the primary instrument for the regulation and stabilization of relationships between and among states. The treaty, much like customary law, which takes longer to coalesce into a binding obligation, creates legal norms among states. The treaty then is a contract whose core is the maxim *pacta sunt servanda*. That maxim is an ironclad understanding that commitments, which are undertaken by states voluntarily, publicly, and formally must be honored.\(^2\) That is why treaties are regarded as the most effective tools for the development of norms and for the protection of the interests of states, their nationals, and ideals such as human rights.

Treaty making is at its core a state-centered process, even if the initiative and drive come from the NGO sector. The negotiating, drafting, adopting, or ratifying stages all present each state with a chance to influence the shape and timing of the final product. A treaty, for example, can pass through all the stages up to adoption but still fail to come into force if it does not garner the necessary ratifications. That had been the fate of the 1990 Convention on the Rights of Migrant Workers and Their Families before July 2003, when it finally came into force after receiving twenty-seven ratifications.\(^3\) The long arduous road faced by this convention is but one sign that states may be more reluctant now to accept new human rights treaties. Similarly, a 1995 amendment to the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women (CEDAW),\(^4\) which would have allowed the Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women, the treaty body, to meet more often and for a longer period, remained without the necessary ratifications. As of February 2007, the amendment had only gained forty-eight acceptances out of the 185 states parties to CEDAW, far short of the two-thirds required for its entry into force.\(^5\)
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Denying ratification is traditionally an effective strategy to cripple a human rights instrument. Procrastination, procedural delays, and artificially-prolonged negotiations over the drafting of a treaty or declaration constitute an array of other options that allow states to resist and scuttle the creation or enforcement of human rights norms. The complicated and politicized process through which the Draft Optional Protocol to the Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment (CAT) underwent is a testament to these maneuvers. Although negotiations on the Draft Protocol commenced in 1992, it was not until 2002—a decade later—that it was adopted by majority vote. On 7 November 2002, the Optional Protocol to CAT was approved by 104 states. The Protocol came into effect on 22 June 2006 after twenty ratifications. It does not accept reservations.

Many states opposed the Optional Protocol because they perceived it as being too intrusive on their sovereignty, although some states, like the United States, knowingly but falsely claimed that it would be too expensive to implement. Most, like China, based their opposition on formal sovereignty arguments. To be fair, the Optional Protocol is a very intrusive document. It creates a global system for the mandatory inspection of detention facilities and requires states to set up domestic, national preventive mechanisms. The domestic mechanisms are independent visiting bodies, whose purpose is to physically monitor places of detention. Both the global and domestic mechanisms are designed to prevent torture and ill treatment of detainees.

There are other, equally effective, strategies for obstruction. A state could simply refuse to participate in the norm creation process, or it could block consensus and create a variety of obstacles and employ any number of delaying techniques along the way, making it difficult for the process to get through the drafting stage. If all these maneuvers fail, the state could withhold ratification and lobby other states to do the same, denying the instrument
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the requisite number of ratifications to come into force. If all these routes turn out to be fruitless or prove costly to the state, it could ratify the treaty but with a bevy of reservations. Reservations are a double-edged sword. They can be genuine vehicles allowing a state to accept a treaty without compromising an important interest or norm. Reservations can also be used facetiously by states intent on hollowing out the treaty.

Given the multiplicity of states at the United Nations—from fifty-six in 1948 to 191 today—treaties have to accommodate the interests of a much more diverse group of players. It is this difficulty of finding common ground that makes reservations an important escape valve if treaties are to find acceptance in a gallery of divided and competing cultural, political, and historical values. It is conceivable that without the device of reservations many a treaty would not have seen the light of day. Reservations have also become so commonplace, particularly in the human rights field, that they threaten the integrity of the commitments negotiated by states and undertaken by them.

It is the view of some in the human rights movement that reservations—some of great significance—make nonsense of treaty ratification and its entry into force. The Vienna Convention on the Law of treaties defines a reservation as any “unilateral statement, however phrased or named, made by a state, when signing, ratifying, accepting, approving or acceding to a treaty, whereby it purports to exclude or to modify the legal effect of certain provisions of the treaty in their application to that state.”

This broad provision gives the false impression that a state can express reservations to a treaty at virtually any stage after its adoption. However, the Vienna Convention forbids states to formulate any reservations which are “prohibited by the treaty” and which are “incompatible with the object and purpose of the treaty.”

Thus, a reservation is any unilateral statement made by a state when signing or adhering to an international agreement—whatever that statement is termed—if it purports to exclude, limit, alter, modify, or change, in any way, the state's obligations under that instrument.

The International Court of Justice stated in 1951 in an advisory opinion on the Genocide Convention that states are free to make reservations
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   A State may, when signing, ratifying, accepting, approving or acceding to a treaty, formulate a reservation unless:
   (a) the reservation is prohibited by the treaty;
   (b) the treaty provides that only specified reservations, which do not include the reservation in question, may be made; or
   (c) in cases not falling under sub-paragraphs (a) and (b), the reservation is incompatible with the object and purpose of the treaty.
but that others are also free to object to them. The key question, the ICJ stated, was "the compatibility of a reservation with the object and purpose of the Convention that must furnish the criterion for the attitude of a state in making the reservation on accession as well as for the appraisal by a state in objecting to the reservation." Stated otherwise, a reservation would not nullify a state's membership to a treaty even if objected to by another state so long as that reservation is compatible with the object and purpose of the treaty. A state that objects to another's reservation can consider the reserving state not a party to the treaty if it deems the reservation incompatible with the object and purpose of the treaty. This opinion exemplifies the difficulties of sorting out conflicts relating to reservations. It also points to the complexity of the treaty as a standard setting tool and underlines the fact that a treaty is not the certain, problem-free vehicle that some human rights advocates think it to be.

Reservations are now a common feature of human rights treaties. The highest number of reservations have been entered against the Convention on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women (CEDAW), which has become a notorious feature of that historic women's rights document. Whether a treaty expressly prohibits reservations that are incompatible with its "object and purpose," as CEDAW does, is of little consequence. The ICCPR, which is silent on the issue, has more than its share of troubling reservations. In sum, reservations are viewed permissively and are tolerated widely. There is a reluctance to declare any reservation invalid because of the perceived need for treaties to attract the highest number of adherents.

The reservations against CEDAW are the clearest sign yet of the need to rethink the view that treaties ought to be the preferred method for standard setting in human rights. Many of the reservations to CEDAW go to its fundamental provisions, the ones that concern the "object and purpose" of the treaty. Reservations to Article 2—a blanket condemnation of discrimination against women and an ironclad obligation on the state to immediately eliminate such discrimination—are regarded as particularly odious and incompatible with the object and purpose of CEDAW. It cannot be permissible to oust the provision on non-discrimination in a treaty whose central purpose is to eliminate discrimination. Yet that is precisely what many states have done with CEDAW. Commentaries by scholars and the work of human rights advocates have not produced any demonstrable effect on the states bent on circumventing their obligations under CEDAW through reservations. At the very least, the CEDAW experience should suggest a
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more tempered approach to treaties as the avenue of choice for standard setting in human rights.

E. Politics as Obstruction

States do not want to be seen to oppose human rights merely to retain power. Usually, objections to particular human rights standards are couched in arguments about sovereignty, self-determination, the need for development, and the struggle against foreign domination or imperialism. Human rights are a noble ideal, and the only way to credibly confront it—without appearing negative—is by putting it up against another equally noble ideal. It is this public relations game that has turned the human rights crusade into a sport of organized politics within the corridors of the United Nations. Opposition to human rights standard-setting processes is almost never presented as a frontal attack on human rights. This applies in equal measure to all states, whether they are Western, Latin American, African, or Asian and whether they hold themselves out as the guardians of human rights or not. One must always peel the layers of argument to appreciate the genuine reasons behind a state’s reluctance to submit to particular human rights standards.

It is because of these nuances that advocates for new standards in human rights must become more creative.

States often accede to or ratify human rights instruments knowing that they do not intend, and may not have the capacity or resources, to implement them. The Democratic Republic of Congo, formerly Zaire under the late Mobutu Sese Seko, itched to ratify every human rights instrument it could get its hands on. However, Zaire was one of the most egregious human rights violators and only honored its treaty obligations in the breach. Adopting a trigger-happy approach to treaty ratification, many states have no problem buying into a fashionable discourse without the slightest intention of carrying out their obligations under human rights instruments. They view the universal mechanisms and institutions for the elaboration and enforcement of human rights as impotent and, therefore, posing no real threat to either the political elite in power or to state sovereignty. To such states, there are no real costs to joining. In these cases, a different approach at norm creation and standard implementation is required. Ratification of treaties means little where the state has no political will or interest in their domestic application and implementation.
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In some cases, states will pay lip service to certain standards but take no steps to advance or consolidate them. A case in point is the much-maligned right to development. There is universal consensus that development is an essential, if not indispensable, condition of humanity. Despite this, there is surprisingly no agreement amongst states, international institutions, and NGOs on what constitutes development let alone how it should be brought about. Some think of development as economic; something to be measured in the numbers of the gross domestic product. Others think of it as advances in culture, political organization, or military achievement. Amartya Sen has written about development as the complex combination and interaction of instrumental freedoms—political freedoms, economic facilities, social opportunities, transparency guarantees, and protective security. As he notes:

These instrumental freedoms tend to contribute to the general capability of a person to live more freely, but they also serve to complement one another. While development analysis must, on the one hand, be concerned with the objectives and aims that make these instrumental freedoms consequentially important, it must also take note of these empirical linkages that tie the distinct types of freedom together, strengthening their joint importance. . . . The claim that freedom is not only the primary object of development but also its principal means relates particularly to these linkages.

Political elites, in both the North and South, talk about the importance of development but neither has the will and vision to bring it about. That is why UN bodies concerned with the right to development have been unable to develop a cogent jurisprudence and a universally acceptable formula or blueprint for implementing it. The murky status of the right to development has ensured that it is not likely to be encoded in a binding treaty any time soon. In the meantime, NGOs, states in the South, and UN bodies must redouble their efforts to flesh out the standards and other benchmarks for this important right so the paths to its implementation can become clearer and more persuasive to the interests of states in the North and the multilateral development and financial institutions they control. The elaboration of the right is pursued more fruitfully within the Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, within the UN Human Rights Council, and by the independent expert on the right to development.
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F. The Ownership of Norms and Standards

In social terms, there are no natural universal norms or standards. As correctly noted by Abdullahi An-Na'im, all norms are founded on specific cultures and philosophies. Adamantia Pollis and Peter Schwab have asserted that "the Western political philosophy upon which the Charter [UN] and the Declaration [UDHR] are based provides only one interpretation of human rights, and this Western notion may not be successfully applicable to non-Western areas for several reasons." In the United States, human rights are generally regarded "as designed to improve the condition of human rights in countries other than the United States (and a few like-minded liberal states)." Despite this early foundation in Eurocentrism, human rights norms have at least gained rhetorical acceptance in virtually every state.

Since 1945, the circle of actors in the human rights movement has expanded rapidly. The post-1945 norms of the human rights movement drew from a variety of struggles, including those against colonialism, slavery, racism, religious intolerance, discrimination of women, and suppression and exploitation of workers, among others. It was not, however, the leaders or the victims of these struggles who sat at the high councils to craft the human rights corpus. At its inception, particularly during the formulation of the UDHR, the codification of human rights norms was the work of two key actors. The most important group of actors was the cluster of Western and European states around the United States, the victorious allies, who dominated the United Nations. It was their concept of human rights, as noted by Cassese, that was imposed on the world.

The other important voices were those of non-state actors drawn largely from Western civil society organizations, the International Committee of the Red Cross, Jewish, Christian, and women's organizations; and professional and trade union organizations. Some of these groups, including the American Anthropological Association, submitted either memoranda or their own draft versions of the UDHR to the UN Commission on Human Rights. There were virtually no Southern, non-state actors at this stage. In addition, both the state and non-state actors can hardly be said to have been diversely inclusive of most peoples, cultures, and traditions. Today, the UDHR is cited with near-universal approval, although, as noted, as a document of norms.
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it was at its launch owned by a narrow and select group of actors. The na-
tions that drafted the UDHR directly colonized three quarters of the earth
and enforced brutal, racist, and even genocidal policies in many places.
The few Southern states present in the standard setting process—such as
India, Lebanon, Burma, Pakistan, the Philippines, Ceylon, and Syria—had
recently gained independence and joined the UN between 1946-1948. As
one analyst puts it:

In 1914, Lenin calculated that “more than half of the world’s population lived
in colonies, which covered 3/4 of the world’s territory,” a calculation that was
still roughly correct at the end of the 1940s. This fits the estimate Philippe De La
Chapelle made of the United Nations membership at the time the Declaration
was adopted: “North and South America with 21 countries represented 36%
of the total, Europe with 16 countries 27%, Asia with 14 countries 24%, Africa
with 4 countries a mere 6%, and the South Sea Islands with three countries
5%.” This shows that the continents of Africa and Asia were grossly under-rep-
resented. And this is where in the 1940s most of the most prominent drafting
nations still had their colonial empires.101

However, the changes in the character of international community are
reflected in the human rights instruments and standards that the UN has
adopted since the 1960s. The UDHR and the ICCPR, which in practice
have been regarded as the most important human rights documents, are
characterized by their emphasis on individual rights, perhaps the most
essential element of the rule of law in a Western liberal democratic state.
The ICESCR, which is ratified by roughly the same number of states as the
ICCPR, is much maligned and regarded by many as the “other” covenant.
Many states, particularly in the West, have interpreted its focus on economic
and social justice as a threat to free market values. Socialism and the Latin
American and Caribbean states heavily influenced the ICESCR. Even the
ICCPR, which regards the individual as the center of the moral universe,
nods at collective or groups rights twice. The provisions on the right to self-
determination of peoples102 and on the integrity and survival of cultures103
are a departure from the focus on individual rights.

Emergent states in the global South have exerted some influence on this
debate. They are responsible primarily for the deviation from the cultural
individualism of the West. Such deviation is attributed to the influence
of the newly independent states in the UN standard setting fora from the
1950s onward. Most non-European cultures tip the balance in favor of the
community rather than the individual. There is a tendency to emphasize
group and collective rights, sometimes to the detriment of the individual,
in societies outside the European world. The African Charter on Human and Peoples' Rights, the regional human rights system for the continent, captures this emphasis well. The African Charter creates the so-called three generations of rights: civil and political rights; economic, social, and cultural rights; and people's rights, such as the rights to development, peace, and a satisfactory environment. The Charter also departs from the script of other human rights instruments and imposes duties on individuals. Such duties are owed to other individuals, the family, society, and the state. In Asia, the lines between the individual, the society, and the state are blurred similarly by conceptions of duty. Although an oversimplification of both positions, there is a consensus that non-European cultures seek more balance between the individual and the society than their European counterparts.

The tendency of societies in the South to highlight the community and collective rights conceptions is underscored by the normative preferences of many of the human rights instruments that have been adopted since the 1960s. After the covenants, a term generally understood to refer only to the ICCPR and the ICESCR, several other instruments on different human rights themes were adopted. These included the 1965 International Convention on the Elimination of all Forms of Racial Discrimination, the 1976 International Convention on the Suppression and the Punishment of the Crime of Apartheid, CEDAW in 1981, the 1986 Declaration on the Right to Development, and the 1990 Convention on the Rights of the Child. These latter-day instruments are progressively more detailed and either address matters left out by the UDHR, ICCPR, and the ICESCR, or further elaborate on them. The instruments move away from the focus on individualism and tackle issues affecting groups and group rights or systemic and deeply embedded social and economic problems that require radical solutions. Efforts to set standards on the disabled, indigenous peoples, and women respond to concerns that go beyond the individualist focus of the earlier human rights instruments.
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G. Constituencies and Ownership

Human rights norms and standards respond to specific and real violations. They seek to address the plight of victims. Human rights standards cannot be developed and lobbied for unless there is an identifiable, usually sympathetic, victim. The norm must also identify the villain, either as the state itself, or some other instrumentality acting as a proxy for the state. It could also be an individual, group, or an entity perpetrating the violation with the tacit approval and support of the state. In other cases, the state may be unwilling or unable to stop the victimizer but is still accountable for the abuse. The important thing is that there be a nexus between the state and the abuse committed. This nexus is necessary because the state is the basic obligor of the human rights corpus. It is the target of human rights standards. This means that either the victims become advocates of their own cause or others take up their plight. The plight must be made visible and manifest for standards on promotion, assistance, and protection to be created.

Paradoxically, the victims rarely own the standards relevant to their plight. This is because standard setting in human rights is an elite-driven and not victim-centered process. It is state—not people—centered. Standards are also set far away from the killing fields. The normal setting is a UN conference room where diplomats and non-state actors of means mingle and debate over the nuances of law making. Rarely, if ever, are the victims in sight, although sometimes they are paraded for effect. Generally, ownership of standards remain with those who agitate for them and work to police their development and enforcement. Thus, although victims may know their rights—and in some cases may even know the mechanisms for influencing or vindicating them—the definition of their suffering usually rests with a faceless bureaucrat or an opaque committee somewhere in Geneva or New York. Each human rights standard or norm therefore has a constituency or constituencies of owners. There are, however, some notable exceptions. The Declaration on Human Rights Defenders is unique because it directly affects the most engaged community in the human rights movement. The Declaration could even be self-serving if not for the incredible brutalities visited on human rights advocates across the world. The Declaration was initiated and advocated for by the NGO human rights community. The International Service for Human Rights, in particular, was instrumental in its realization.

There is a marked difference in the energies and resources that are expended on various standards. The question of constituencies and ownership speaks volumes about how much effort and money are put into fighting for different norms. Witness the difference between the resources expended on the Declaration on the Right to Development and the Protocol to the Torture Convention or even the Declaration on Human Rights Defenders. Certain constituencies enjoy a privileged position in the world of standard setting. Their effective organizational skills, adequate funding, credible reputations, and access to powerful and sympathetic states make them formidable. Their access to renown scholars, familiarity with the United Nations, knowledge of international politics and lobbying, and trusted contacts within powerful international media organizations give them a lot of power and clout. Not to be underestimated is the fact that the key UN offices are located in New York and Geneva, which to many of these groups is familiar cultural and political territory.

Well-organized constituencies conduct most of their activities outside the corridors of the United Nations. In the cases of the Declaration on Human Rights Defenders and the Draft Optional Protocol to CAT, a lot of the necessary work was done by NGOs outside the corridors of the United Nations. However, the mobilization of such a powerful array of players is only possible where a constituency has an elite base. This requires funding, an influential NGO or a credible umbrella body, a cadre of good scholars, and seasoned activists—attributes that individuals, NGOs, or groups from the South are not likely to command readily. Such a gap can only be breached if groups in the South team up with groups in the North to work towards a common goal. This requires that groups in the North feel invested in those standards that motivate, drive, and interest groups in the South. One way to reduce the asymmetry of power between the North and the South, and to make sure that the human rights agenda is not only driven by interests from the West, is through the cultivation of humility by groups from the privileged parts of the world. The energy and resources that NGOs in the West put into the campaign for the Declaration on Human Rights Defenders illustrates this point. NGOs in the North pushed zealously for that instrument because their interests and those of their counterparts in the South converged rather perfectly. Clearly, NGOs in the North are not the major targets of repression by states in the South, where the work of human rights advocacy has historically been perilous.

Human rights work by NGOs in the South usually entails risks to life and limb. Even so, it was Western NGOs that pushed the hardest for the Declaration on Human Rights Defenders. One of the obvious reasons for Western leadership on this issue was its access to global power structures and availability of resources for advocacy. It was not that NGOs in the South are not interested in their own protection; but rather that wanting a
standard and being able to effectively push for it are two different things. There is a distinction between those who need norms and those who are able to lobby effectively for their formulation. Western NGOs were instrumental in securing Norway as the lead state on the Declaration on Human Rights Defenders. Most European states heavily favored the Declaration, while the United States refrained from opposing it. African states did not oppose openly the Declaration because there had been NGO pressure on the African Commission on Human and Peoples' Rights to establish a human rights defenders unit. The inter-American human rights system already established a unit for the promotion and protection of the rights of human rights defenders.

There is a global interest in protecting the rights of human rights workers. The Declaration protects NGOs in the South from strangulation by the state and provides them with operational space and freedom from the state to conduct their advocacy. Importantly, it allows them to solicit and receive funds and resources from any source to support their work. This is an important victory because states in the South feel that they often have to compete with NGOs for Western donor funding. Some states have tried to control, limit, and even prevent NGOs from directly receiving donor funding, without which they would most likely wither away, collapse, or become completely ineffective. For Western NGOs—many of whom exist primarily to monitor, expose, and limit human rights violations in Southern states—the Declaration further extends their reach because it creates a borderless universe for advocacy. It effectively abolishes, for operational purposes, the distinction between domestic and international human rights NGOs and accords them virtually the same protections from the national state. This means that international human rights NGOs, like Amnesty International, enjoy substantially the same freedoms that the Kenya Human Rights

114. See World Organization against Torture (OMCT), Intervention of the Observatory on the Situation of Human Rights Defenders Before the African Commission on Human and Peoples' Rights (2002), available at http://www.omct.org%2Findex.php%3Fid%3DOB%26%26lang%26%26actualPageNumber%3D2%26articleSet%3DEvents%26articleId%3D2548%26PHPSESSID%3D71dfbab0d152b21b2db76b5ed0d3fb57.


116. Declaration on Human Rights Defenders, supra note 50, art. 13. It provides, in part, that “everyone has the right, individually and in association with others, to solicit, receive and utilize resources for the express purpose of promoting and protecting human rights and fundamental freedoms through peaceful means.”

Commission, a domestic NGO, is entitled to in its work on Kenya. That is why the Declaration was a perfect convergence of the interests of NGOs in both the North and the South. Coalitionary energies are constructed easily around such shared and mutually beneficial standards, a fact that makes their passage by states less difficult.

The contrasting fates suffered by the Declaration on Human Rights Defenders and the Declaration on the Right to Development indicate the importance of the ownership of standards. Who wants a standard, cares for it, and is able to fight for it makes all the difference. The woes of the right of development underscore the difficulties that can bedevil a standard when it lacks a solid coalition of able, determined, and influential constituencies. There is inherent bias—for and against—certain standards by various actors in the human rights movement and in the standard-setting fora in general. As Joe Oloka-Onyango points out, relativism pervades the entire norm making and standard-setting processes at the United Nations. What he calls “empirical relativism” leads to more energy being applied towards the Optional Protocol to CAT or the Declaration on Human Rights Defenders than on the right to development. This is a problem which is traced to how the human rights agenda is set: Why is a certain matter important, who thinks it is important, and why.

Debates on the right to development have dichotomized the world. Whatever interest there is in the right to development in some parts of the world, it is often built on free market policies whose implementation is viewed by others as deepening its plight. Lacking any independence on economic matters and woven tightly into the global economy, poor states cannot challenge effectively the hegemony of rich states. Lamentably, many poor states do not have the focus, the will, and the expertise to argue their positions within standard setting fora. On such deliberations within the UN, Oloka-Onyango points out that the “South is not well prepared for these debates; it is happy with the high rhetoric of the debate, but it is not prepared for the nitty-gritty of the issues, like the scope of the obligations imposed by norms and their details.” While the disinterest of the South leaves a vacuum, it is compounded by the preponderance of NGOs from the South who lack the skill and resources to advance the agenda of the right to development. Regrettably, NGOs from wealthy countries—whose

118. Declaration on Human Rights Defenders, supra note 50, art. 9(3)(b), gives everyone, including associations, the right to observe trials to assess whether they meet international legal obligations. Article 9(3)(c) permits anyone or organization the right to offer and provide legal advice and representation. States have in the past severely restricted both rights.
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interest and clout could make a difference—have not taken a lead in the
campaign for the right to development.

Finally, the struggles and processes for the realization of the Guiding
Principles on Internal Displacement and the Optional Protocol on the Torture
Convention tell a somewhat different but familiar story. Francis Deng, the
former Sudanese diplomat and government minister, was by temperament
and origin the ideal choice for appointment as the Special Representative
of the UN Secretary General on Internally Displaced Persons. His native Sudan
is home to an estimated 4.4 million IDPs, the most of any state.\textsuperscript{122} Only
Angola, with 4.1 million IDPs, comes close.\textsuperscript{123} Although not an IDP himself,
Deng cannot but be concerned personally by the issue. This is the one case
where the standard-setter is an indirect victim, someone who understands
and appreciates naturally the magnitude of the problem and the plight of
IDPs. As put by Bacre Waly Ndiaye, Director of the UN Office of the High
Commissioner for Human Rights in New York, the "Guiding Principles were
primarily the work of one individual, the Special Representative."\textsuperscript{124}

Working with several legal and other experts—among them Walter
Kalin of the University of Bern and Roberta Cohen, a prominent advocate
on behalf of refugees and IDPs—Deng and his colleagues decided on the
novel approach of developing Guiding Principles instead of taking the re-
sistance-prone route of seeking a convention, a resolution, or a declaration.
Secondly, Deng was able to assemble a team of respected experts. This lent
the work credibility and access to influential governments and offices across
the world. Lastly, Deng used his skill as a diplomat to convince reluctant
states that the Guiding Principles were not a new imposition on states but
a simple restatement in one document of existing legal obligations.

States, intergovernmental institutions, and NGOs have come to regard
the Guiding Principles, which achieved success and acceptance within
a short time, positively. The Guiding Principles started a flurry of activity,
especially training workshops for government officials, relief agencies, and
workers concerned with the care and welfare of IDPs. As a result, many
disciples now claim ownership of the Guiding Principles. To be certain,
valid concerns had been expressed that sufficient international legal rules
already exist in this area, and the creation of new rules risked undermin-
ing existing law. The International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC), in
particular, has repeatedly underlined the necessity of a nuanced approach,
given that in most humanitarian crisis situations, including those involving

\textsuperscript{122} Francis Deng, \textit{The Global Challenge of Internal Displacement}, 5 \textit{WASH. UNIV. J. L. &
POLICY} 141, 142 (2001). \textit{See also} \textit{NORWEGIAN REFUGEE COUNCIL}, \textit{supra} note 33, at 75.
\textsuperscript{123} \textit{NORWEGIAN REFUGEE COUNCIL}, \textit{supra} note 33, at 32.
\textsuperscript{124} Interview with Bacre Waly Ndiaye, Director, UN Office of the High Commissioner for
internal displacement, the problem is more an intentional disregard for the rules than a lack of rules as such.125

In these circumstances, it is important to recall that the Guiding Principles were intended to reaffirm and clarify the most important rules of protection in the field of human rights and humanitarian law, and first and foremost, the relevant binding law should be invoked as the basis for the Principles (such as the detailed provisions of international humanitarian law in situations of armed conflict). At the same time, scholars affirm that the “sum” of the Guiding Principles is “greater than its parts,” that is, they “have effectively made maximum use of international human rights and humanitarian law, and the end product provides more comprehensive protection of IDPs and more concrete guidance than each individual instrument alone.”126 Ultimately, the success of the Guiding Principles is attributable to a legitimate appointee, who adopted the appropriate strategy and mobilized a committed group of experts as the constituency for developing and advocating those rights.

The Optional Protocol to the Torture Convention traveled a different road from the Guiding Principles on IDPs. It, too, was realized ultimately because its constituencies were equally committed, focused, and influential. The Optional Protocol to CAT was initially the idea of Swiss intellectuals, not a project conceived in the South. The 1987 European Convention inspired the notion of an Optional Protocol for the Prevention of Torture and Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment (ECPT).127 The ECPT is an improvement over the 1984 UN Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment128 because it emphasizes prevention and adopts a more innovative and intrusive supervision regime.129 Europeans

129. MALCOLM D. EVANS & ROD MORGAN, PREVENTING TORTURE: A STUDY OF THE EUROPEAN CONVENTION FOR THE PREVENTION OF TORTURE AND INHUMAN OR Degrading Treatment or PENALTY 191-93 (1998); see also Buergenthal, et al., supra note 6, at 191-93.
did not think they needed the Torture Convention, but they wanted a more effective instrument to set an example for the rest of the world. As it has turned out, a number of European states have been found in violation of their own Torture Convention.\textsuperscript{130}

Swiss intellectuals and the Association for the Prevention of Torture quickly recruited Costa Rica to co-sponsor and push for the Optional Protocol to CAT.\textsuperscript{131} It was important that the initiative have the backing from the South, so it would have a global character. This was also necessary because the South was the target of the Optional Protocol. When the Association for the Prevention of Torture prepared the first draft of the Optional Protocol, it became clear at a later stage in the drafting process that European states and Latin American states, including Mexico, were also supportive of the Optional Protocol. Most opposition came from the United States, Russia, China, India, the Middle East and some African states. The strategy employed in the formulation of the Optional Protocol sought to be geographically inclusive with a particular emphasis on ownership and participation by governments and civil society organizations from the South.\textsuperscript{132} The vote tallying the 104 states that adopted the Optional Protocol underlined this broad, geographic support for an initiative that had started out as a European project. The lesson from the adoption of the Optional Protocol to CAT is that clever and serious strategies and broad coalition building can lead to a wide acceptance of a standard, no matter its place of origin.

What is clear is that human rights standards cannot be developed or realized unless constituencies for them exist, or until sympathetic, vocal, knowledgeable, and supportive thinkers and advocates join the campaign for them. Standards will only be successful in their various stages—from formulation to implementation—if they are based on the widest possible coalitions and consultations, so the most diverse communities can claim ownership. The failure or success of the standards examined here—the Declaration on the Right to Development, the Declaration on Human Rights Defenders, the Optional Protocol to the Convention Against Torture, and the Guiding Principles on Internal Displacement—rest squarely on the nature of their constituencies and owners.

\begin{enumerate}
\item \textsuperscript{130} A number of European states, including the United Kingdom, have been accused of torture and ill-treatment before the European Committee for the Prevention of Torture and Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment. See Council of Europe website, available at http://www.cpt.coe.int/en. See also Public Statement on Turkey, Doc. CPT/Inf (93)1 (15 Dec. 1992).
\item \textsuperscript{131} Interview with Walter Kälin, Professor of Law, Bern University, Switzerland (3 Dec. 2002).
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IV. THE MULTIPLICATION OF ACTORS

It is a fact that since 1945, the United Nations has retained its centrality as the single most important forum for standard setting and norm creation in the field of human rights. However, the UN is no longer the exclusive generator of human rights standards. Nor is an insular club of states the sole determinant of human rights norms, even though they still retain a disproportionate amount of power and influence over the content and processes of standard generation. Today, states—whatever their hue—must share the process of law making with a multiplicity of new actors, many of whom were peripheral a few decades ago. It would, nevertheless, be a mistake to conflate the increase in the number of actors with popular participation or democracy and transparency in international governance—the manner in which norms are made and how they are applied or enforced. Equally, the increased number of actors does not indicate that states are bound to demonstrate more respect for human rights standards.

A. The UN Human Rights Council

The United Nations Commission on Human Rights, which the Human Rights Council replaced in 2006, was the world's foremost human rights body and, as such, was central to the development of the most significant human rights standards. It first produced in 1948 the UDHR, which became the guidepost for other human rights instruments. The Commission was composed of fifty-three member states elected by the United Nations Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC)—roughly one quarter of UN membership—for three-year terms. Still, the Commission was never an easy forum to reach consensus or adopt human rights standards, as the experience of the UDHR and subsequent treaties and instruments has evidenced.

The new Human Rights Council has forty-seven member states that are elected by a majority of the UN General Assembly, so a candidate must garner ninety-six of 191 votes. The Council is supposed to be a departure from the Commission. Critics had accused the Commission of protecting violators, who could be elected to it through regional bloc voting. Council members will themselves be scrutinized for their human rights records and suspended if they commit gross abuses. In addition, the Council meets three times a year for ten weeks. The Commission met only once a year for six weeks. It would conduct mandatory periodic reviews of all UN members. A vote of 170 to four approved the Council, with only the United States, Israel, Palau, and the Marshall Islands voting against it. Supporters expect the
Council to be more vigorous in opposing violator states and even-handed in addressing every country.\textsuperscript{133}

Like the Commission, the Council will not affect the centrality of the state in standard setting—similar to the case with the determination of the legal status of the UDHR. The fear of a binding instrument gave way to a declaration, a document with only moral—not legal—force at its adoption. As noted by Thomas Buergenthal, the “Commission soon recognized that it would be relatively easy to adopt the text of a hortatory declaration, but that it would prove much more difficult to reach agreement on the wording of a legally binding treaty.”\textsuperscript{134} The Commission’s fears were proven right. It took eighteen years before the United Nations adopted the two most important general scope human rights treaties, the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights\textsuperscript{135} and the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights,\textsuperscript{136} both of which were opened for signature in 1966. It then took another ten years before the two treaties came into force in 1976—a total of twenty-eight years between the UDHR and the two key binding human rights instruments. Only a number of specialized treaties, principally the Genocide Convention, entered into force during that long interlude.\textsuperscript{137}

However, the UN Commission on Human Rights remained the focal point for human rights standard setting within the UN system. There were other important actors and fora where human rights standards are set. Perhaps the most significant standard setting of human rights outside the Commission took place within the International Labour Organization. The law making and supervisory machinery of the ILO that develops, monitors, and promotes international labor standards have made one of the greatest contributions to the rights of workers and to international human rights law in general. Other important standard-setters that have worked outside the Commission include the International Committee of the Red Cross, whose influence on the development of international humanitarian law is significant. Autonomous actors, working under the auspices of the Commission, such as the Special Representative on IDPs, were also important players.

The Commission, which met once a year in Geneva from the middle of March to late April, was usually a flurry of frenzied activity that was virtually all related to the setting or the enforcement of standards. Consider the figures
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for 1999. During its six-week session that year, the Commission hosted some 3,240 persons: 587 being representatives of the fifty-three member states, 568 appearing for another ninety-one states, 217 for some twenty-nine UN agencies and other international organizations, and 1,824 representing a phalanx of 212 NGOs.\(^{138}\) Without exception, all these individuals and institutions sought to influence and affect one or another normative question or standard in human rights.

Significantly, the diversity of players and interests represented at the annual sessions of the Commission on Human Rights underscored the changed nature of human rights standard-setting at the UN. States, of course, remained at the center of the exercise, for it is they who must finally assent to new norms or modes of enforcement. Yet now, virtually all states—and not the traditional select few—have an opportunity to participate in these fora. Increasingly, civil society organizations—from the predictable large and influential Western international NGOs, such as Amnesty International and Human Rights Watch, to the small under-funded Southern domestic NGO—vie for a voice in the process of standard and agenda setting. Non-state actors have dramatically impacted on law-making and norm creation in international affairs. Energized by their influence at the 1993 Vienna World Conference on Human Rights and the 1995 Beijing Fourth World Conference on Women, civil society organizations have realized their enormous clout in the creation of norms and standards.

B. International and Regional Standard Setting

Regional human rights systems have been setting their own standards since the advent of the European human rights system in 1950. Only Asia has failed to join Africa and the Americas in creating its own regional system. These regional systems in large part complement the universal UN system, although they at times have created completely new standards or tweaked existing ones to respond to the particularized political, legal, economic, historical, and cultural conditions of the regions. Thus, many actors today—from universalists to particularists—are able to lobby and campaign for the adoption of standards in the diverse fields of their interest, advocacy, and concern. One thing is clear: the multiplication of actors engaged in standard setting has opened up new possibilities for a more inclusive human rights corpus. Whether and how that promise has been actualized is a matter that needs further study.

---

The three regional human rights systems in Africa, Europe, and the Americas tend to expand, elaborate, translate, or adapt universal human rights to particularized historical, political, and cultural settings. In other words, regional systems bring universal norms closer to the ground, so their implementation is more legitimate and less remote. Regional systems can break new ground and introduce novel ideas and norms in the language of the human rights movement. The African system, for example, has introduced into the corpus of human rights conceptions of duty on individuals, a new dimension in human rights. It has also given the movement the concept of peoples' rights. In other cases—the European system is a good example—regional systems have given conceptual inspiration and the power of demonstration to the universal human rights regime. Thus, regional human rights regimes can provide a more concrete forum for the elaboration of human rights standards.

Writing in 1979, Ramcharan saw the role of regional institutions as one supplementary to the international standard-setting mechanisms. Their function was to help secure greater respect for the UDHR and to serve as agents to deal with local issues. If regional bodies were to produce their own standards they must be “consistent with the Purpose and Principles of the United Nations.” He encouraged the establishment of such organizations although he worried about their ability to faithfully stick to the universal script. In 2001, Ramcharan perceived the future evolution of regional standards as emanating primarily from local judicial decisions on economic, social, and cultural rights within a framework of the right to development. The resulting public interest jurisprudence would play its part in delivering social justice locally. In the final analysis, national systems for the protection of human rights could be tested against international norms and standards through the United Nations petitions procedures, thus, further developing the international case law of human rights protection. It speaks volumes about international human rights bureaucrats that Ramcharan worried not about the arrogance of the UN human rights system, but about the vital and necessary contributions of the regional systems.

139. UN Charter, supra note 11, art. 52(1).
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V. THE ROLE OF NGOs IN THE CREATION OF NORMS

A. NGOs and the Human Rights Agenda

The participation of NGOs in human rights standard setting is not a novel phenomenon. NGOs were very much present at the launch and creation of the human rights movement immediately after World War II. For instance, the Anti-Slavery Society and the International Committee of the Red Cross played important roles in the formulation of standards against slavery and standards of humanitarian law, respectively.142 NGOs actively influenced the drafting of the UDHR and later the ICCPR.143 Similarly, Rein Mullerson, formerly the Soviet member of the UN Human Rights Committee and renowned legal scholar, noted with approval the growing influence of NGOs in law making and in humanitarian law.144 In effect, NGOs permeate the entire human rights movement, not just norm creation.

[They also contribute to standard setting as well as to the promotion, implementation and enforcement of human rights norms. . . . Decentralized and diverse, they proceed with a speed, decisiveness and range of concerns impossible to imagine in relation to most of the work of bureaucratic and politically constrained intergovernmental organizations.]

The term NGOs refers to a broad range of non-state actors. The terminology employed to describe the phenomenon includes “civil society,” “transnational advocacy networks,” or “social movements.” More recently, there are references to “global civil society,” a term that refers to the growing coalition of groups acting transnationally under the aegis of anti-globalization and human rights. It is clear that NGOs have become key players in international governance. At its inception, the UN realized the important role that NGOs could play in international affairs, although it did not appreciate just how influential NGOs would become with the passage of time. The UN gave the Economic and Social Council the authority to confer consultative

143. van Boven, supra note 138, at 211; MARC J. BOSSUYT, GUIDE TO THE “TRAVAUX PRÉPARATOIRES” OF THE INTERNATIONAL COVENANT ON CIVIL AND POLITICAL RIGHTS (1987). Charles Malik, one of the prominent drafters of the UDHR, noted that “non-governmental organizations, therefore, served as batteries of unofficial advisors to the various delegations [to the UN Commission on Human Rights], supplying them on a continuing basis with streams of ideas and suggestions.” O. FREDERICK NOLDE, FREE AND EQUAL: HUMAN RIGHTS IN ECUMENICAL PERSPECTIVE 11 (1968).
145. STEINER & ALSTON, INTERNATIONAL HUMAN RIGHTS IN CONTEXT, supra note 18, at 938.
status on NGOs to enable them to participate in certain UN activities. However, this access is governed by strict rules and applies only to UN organs that fall under ECOSOC, such as the defunct UN Commission on Human Rights, and not the Security Council, the General Assembly, or the various UN human rights treaty bodies. Over two thousand groups now enjoy consultative status with the United Nations. Consultative status allows NGOs to "request that items be placed on the agenda of the relevant body, attend meetings, submit written statements, and make oral presentations in meetings." As noted by Christine Chinkin, NGOs are not merely consulted at the UN, as it was initially envisaged; they are now represented in many fora within that body:

This rather unpromising starting point [Art. 71 provision on mere consultation] has allowed the relationship between NGOs and the UN to develop, a relationship that was originally defined in terms of consultation, not representation. Nevertheless, the concept of accreditation has allowed NGO admission to intergovernmental organizations (IGOs), and fuller participation therein than could have been envisaged by the drafters of Article 71.

The pervasiveness of NGOs in the work of the United Nations is felt more keenly than the formal rules suggest. This is particularly true in the human rights field. Where there are no formal avenues for NGO participation—as is the case with a number of human rights treaty bodies—less formal methods for NGO involvement have been devised. The initial human rights treaty bodies, like the UN Human Rights Committee, the CEDAW Committee, and the Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination (CERD), did not provide formal mechanisms for NGO participation. However, most committees now recognize the need for NGO involvement and have introduced a variety of methods, formal and informal, which allow them to tap into the wealth of talent, information, and expertise that only NGOs possess. More recent treaty bodies include formal roles for NGOs.

The roles of NGOs have transformed the way the UN and other norm-setting fora conduct their business. Treaty bodies now plead for more in-

---
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volvement by NGOs.\textsuperscript{151} Treaty bodies are starting to view NGOs as partners, not adversaries. With the formal inclusion of NGOs, such fora are able to receive and take into account an ever-wider and diverse range of views. This broad inclusivity has enhanced the legitimacy of standards and opened the door to a wider consensus on human rights norms. It is a long overdue recognition that as many interests as possible must be present and meaningfully participate when international institutions make decisions that affect the entire globe.

The human rights agenda, like any movement, has its leading authors who exert discernible influence on the normative development, construction, and enforcement of norms. In the field of human rights, these leaders include the United Nations, regional inter-governmental institutions, NGOs, tribunals, and academic and other conceptual writers. Of all these authors, none is more influential than international non-governmental organizations (INGOs) in setting the agenda of the human rights movement.\textsuperscript{152} It is important to note that the agenda of the human rights movement is set largely outside the corridors of the United Nations. For the most part, a few NGOs in the rich countries have largely determined what is important to the movement, but in the last decade human rights NGOs in the South have increasingly forced their concerns on the movement's agenda.

Thus, although the world of human rights NGOs is large, complex, and diverse, a few Western INGOs, have dominated the field. In order to understand how the agenda of the human rights movement has been set, one must look to these few select NGOs. These NGOs work closely with, and are allied to, some of the most influential academics and writers in the field. Some very important and notable exceptions aside, INGOs and Western academics generally share the same cultural, historical, philosophical, and conceptual framework. The two groups have been the single most important bloc of human rights actors and thinkers.

INGOs, which have been referred to as conventional doctrinalists, share with Western academics, which have been the dominant conceptualizers of the human rights movement, a broad belief in the type of society human rights standards ought to engender.\textsuperscript{153} INGOs monitor, collect, publicize,
and seek elimination of the violations of basic civil and political rights. Conceptualizers are, on the other hand, thinkers and systematizers of the human rights corpus. For both groups, however, the enforcement and application of human rights norms should lead to the type of legal-political system generally referred to as constitutionalism.

Constitutionalism must have the following five key features: political society should be based on popular sovereignty; state must be popularly accountable through various processes like genuine, periodic, and multiparty elections; governments must be controlled and limited through checks and balances and the separation of powers; the judiciary must be independent because it is the guardian of the rule of law; and the formal declaration of individual civil and political rights must be an indispensable facet of the state. Captured in the UDHR, the ICCPR, and most universal human rights instruments, these attributes have evolved from the constitutional jurisprudence of the Western liberal state.\(^5\) To INGOs and leading Western academics, the purpose of the human rights movement is to bring about this type of society.

In theory and method, INGOs are the ideological copycats of traditional Western civil rights organizations, such as, in the United States, the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) or the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP). Since World War II, at least a half dozen INGOs have arisen with the express intent of promoting these values—referred to generically as human rights—throughout the world. INGOs found the perfect partner in the United Nations, the post-war body based on the vision of a world governed by the liberal state. Domestic civil rights lawyers and activists founded all the major INGOs, which include Amnesty International, Human Rights Watch, the International Commission of Jurists, the Lawyers Committee for Human Rights now Human Rights First, and the International Human Rights Law Group now Global Rights. The mandates of INGOs are virtually identical to those of their domestic counterparts. In sum, “First World” NGOs means those committed to traditional Western values associated with the origins of the human rights movement. Many of these NGOs work exclusively within their home countries, but the First World category also includes most of the powerful INGOs that investigate events primarily in the South.

As a general rule, INGOs have been reluctant to promote the adoption of standards in the field of economic, social, and cultural rights, even though the ICESCR seeks to protect those rights. It is only in the last few years that Human Rights Watch and Amnesty International have broached the area of economic and social rights. INGOs have historically been less interested in economic and social rights, which, in some cases, they resisted terming

“rights.” Only one US INGO, the Centre for Economic and Social Rights (CESR), a relatively young organization, focuses exclusively on economic, social, and cultural rights.\textsuperscript{155} It is telling that CESR was founded in the early 1990s after the Cold War period when social and economic rights started to lose some of their communist stigma.

In 1990, Philip Alston, a former chair of the UN Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, noted Amnesty International’s narrow focus on a few civil and political rights.\textsuperscript{156} He argued that Amnesty International should not endorse only a selective conception of rights, ones which “mirror more closely value associated with the Western liberal tradition.”\textsuperscript{157} Alston argued that Amnesty could endorse the totality of human rights, including economic, social, and cultural rights, while maintaining work on its core issues for “manageability, legal specificity and operational potential.”\textsuperscript{158} He called on Amnesty to lead by embracing all human rights, including economic, social, and cultural rights.\textsuperscript{159}

Unfortunately, many domestic human rights NGOs in the South have replicated the Amnesty International model and mandate. A large number focus their work on civil and political rights, although in the last decade many groups have arisen in the South to address specifically matters of economic, social, and cultural rights.\textsuperscript{160} Some older NGOs are also revising their mandates to accommodate advocacy on a broader range of human rights. Yet domestic NGOs in the South tend to be elitist and urban-based oftentimes divorced from the people on whose behalf they advocate. These NGOs are funded by Western foundations, charities, and the development agencies of donor states, such as the United States Agency for International Development (USAID). These NGOs do not have significant local funding and are tightly tethered to their foreign benefactors, whom Willy Mutunga, the former Executive Director of the Kenya Human Rights Commission, the most influential human rights NGO in Kenya, referred to as “our foreign masters.”\textsuperscript{161}

\begin{enumerate}
\item[155.] The Centre for Economic and Social Rights was founded in New York in 1993. It seeks to promote social justice through human rights. For more information see their website, available at http://www.cesr.org. A review of other INGOs shows that none of them focus primarily on economic, social, and cultural rights. See Mutua, \textit{The Ideology of Human Rights}, supra note 153, at 617–20.
\item[157.] \textit{Id.}
\item[158.] \textit{Id.}
\item[159.] \textit{Id.}
\item[160.] The Nigerian Lagos-based Social and Economic Action Rights Centre (SERAC), which was founded by Felix Morka, a Nigerian human rights advocate, has become a leader on economic and social rights in Nigeria.
\item[161.] Interview with Willy Mutunga, Executive Director, Kenya Human Rights Commission, Nairobi, Kenya (26 Aug. 2002).
\end{enumerate}
Most NGOs in the South pursue donor interests because of this dependent relationship. These interests often do not converge with the local human rights agenda, which robs them of the freedom and desire to participate robustly in setting the agenda of the global human rights movement. While these trends are being challenged, and may be more acute in Africa than in Latin America or Asia, the funding for human rights groups throughout the world primarily comes from the West. As Chidi Anselm Odinkalu, an African human rights thinker-activist has written, such alienation and dependency cannot be healthy or anchor the movement in the grassroots.\textsuperscript{162}

There are other structural problems that make it impossible for NGOs in the South to meaningfully participate in the setting of human rights standards. In virtually all categories, NGOs in the South are no match for INGOs. The latter receive enormous funding from donors and have access to powerful states and their media. Often, NGOs from the South cannot muster adequate resources required for sustained foreign travel and lobbying at the UN fora in New York and Geneva, where INGOs market their agenda for the human rights movement. Most of these problems are a reflection of geopolitical power imbalances. Coalition building across borders between INGOs and NGOs is required to alleviate this disequilibrium. Otherwise, INGOs will continue to enjoy disproportionate influence in determining the agenda of the human rights movement.

B. NGOs and Standard Setting

States have a distaste for norms that tend to encumber their sovereignty. States are, in this respect, conservative institutions. Inter-governmental institutions (IGOs), such as the United Nations, are vehicles for creating international standards and harmonizing the rivalries among states. IGOs are at their core statist institutions whose purpose is to allow states to dialogue with each other. States are the key actors in IGOs and are also their primary targets. Fundamentally, IGOs exist to further the interests of states. NGOs, on the other hand, are not statist by definition, intent, or purpose. They exist to influence officialdom. They seek to tame, limit, and contain the power of the state. NGOs are supposed to be the conscience of the citizenry, the defender of the interests of civilian populations against impermissible encroachment by officialdom. NGOs cover the entire ideological spectrum from the extreme left to the fundamentalist right. They range from the selfless to the self-seeking.\textsuperscript{163}

\begin{enumerate}
\item The diversity of NGOs is captured by their acronyms: CBOs (community-based organizations); PVOs (private voluntary organizations); GONGOs (government organized NGOs); DONGOs (donor organized NGOs); CSOs (civil society organizations); MONGOs
\end{enumerate}
NGOs are distinguished from both the state and IGOs because of the place of advocacy in their raison d'être. Virtually all NGOs have an advocacy dimension and most exist for that purpose. NGOs fight to create or influence standards and how those standards are implemented or enforced. They want to exert influence over rules, laws, and policies so that practice can be impacted. Ultimately, NGOs are most concerned about outcomes, not processes, unless process is the outcome sought. NGOs are activist and consequentialist that do not see themselves as conceptualizers. NGOs view themselves as doers and implementers, although the reality is far more complex. It is this activist essence of NGOs that makes them potential leaders in society. Unfettered by the constraints of public power and largely unaccountable to the state or the public, NGOs can be quick, decisive, and edge cutting.

Most NGOs are not suffocated by bureaucracy or limited by democratic governance, so they can respond quickly to a variety of situations, including seemingly paralyzing crises. States and IGOs usually need either consensus or broad and prolonged consultations to arrive at a decision. They are also subject to gridlock and bureaucratic and democratic constraints. These factors breed inertia and inability to act decisively and quickly, if at all. Shorn of these limitations—and unfettered by operational conservatism—NGOs have seized the initiative in setting standards in the field of human rights. Since 1945, the impact of NGOs has risen steadily in this respect. NGO input in standard setting has been evident within the African Commission on Human and Peoples' Rights, the Council of Europe, the International Labour Organization, and the Organization of American States, among others. At the international level, and especially within the United Nations, which remains the central forum for human rights norm creation, NGOs have unquestionably become leaders.

The development of standards to proscribe torture and ill treatment of citizens owes its genesis and realization to a few NGOs. The Convention Against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment can be directly traced to Amnesty International. In 1972, Amnesty launched amid fanfare a yearlong campaign for the abolition of torture. The campaign included the publication of a report on torture and an inter-
national conference. These events helped create public awareness and raise the international concern over the problem of torture. The existence of brutal regimes in Latin America and Africa added momentum to the gathering cries for the development of standards for the prevention of torture.

In a 1975 report on torture, Amnesty International became the first organization to develop a definition of torture. In the same year, the UN adopted the Declaration on the Protection of All Persons from Being Subjected to Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment. This was the first UN document on torture. It was followed by the adoption of the Code of Conduct of Law Enforcement Officials in 1979 and the 1982 Principles of Medical Ethics Relevant to the Role of Health Personnel, particularly Physicians, in the Protection of Prisoners and Detainees against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment. These documents were the forerunners to the 1984 Torture Convention. The former UN Special Rapporteur on Torture Theo van Boven has acknowledged the central roles played by NGOs in developing these instruments and standards against torture.

Most of these instruments were the product of consistent and skillful efforts of governmental and NGO experts. On the governmental side, the Netherlands and Sweden contributed substantially. On the NGO side, credit should go to Amnesty International and the International Commission of Jurists for their lobbying and skillful drafting work, with the constant aim of enhancing the level of protection. It is beyond the scope of this article to review in detail all of the NGO input into these instruments, which ranged from proposals for entire documents to the presentation of draft articles or amendments. For example, NGO efforts were entirely responsible for the 1982 Principles of Medical Ethics, which subsequently received formal endorsement from the UN General Assembly.

NGOs were also the key players in starting discussions on new standards to amend the Torture Convention to make it more effective. While

168. According to Amnesty International, torture includes the following essential elements in its definition: (1) the involvement of at least two persons, the torturer and the victim; (2) an implication that the victim is under the physical control or restraint of the torturer; and (3) the infliction of acute pain or suffering on the victim by the torturer. AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL, REPORT ON TORTURE, 30 (1975).
some states were also instrumental in their support of the Draft Protocol to the Torture Convention—most notably, Mexico, Costa Rica, Switzerland, and Denmark—it was NGOs who provided the vitality and energy. This was particularly the case when certain states, such as the United States, India, China, and others, wanted to stall the Draft Protocol. NGOs pushed to overcome the resistance and inertia of the IGO, in this case the Commission on Human Rights. Critical to this breakthrough was the partnership between a number of governments and NGOs. NGOs also led in the creation of standards for the Declaration on Human Rights Defenders. Some governments had argued that the instrument was sensitive and intrusive.\textsuperscript{173} In fact, many states did not want human rights NGOs given protection in a single visible instrument with a mandate to hold the states accountable. This explains the inexplicably long period of twelve years that it took to agree to a restatement of existing obligations. Even in this case NGO leadership alone would not have been enough. NGO-state partnership was indispensable, and Norway led the other states in mustering support for the Declaration.

NGOs have also been catalysts in advancing the rights of indigenous peoples. In 1982, the UN created a Working Group on Indigenous Populations of the UN Sub-Commission on Prevention of Discrimination and Protection of Minorities. The Working Group immediately started work on a draft declaration on the rights of indigenous peoples. Indigenous peoples had been largely invisible to the UN human rights until the late 1980s when José Martinez Cobo, the Special Rapporteur of the UN Sub-Commission on the Prevention of Discrimination and Protection of Minorities, produced a report on their plight.\textsuperscript{174} To this day, there are only two universal binding instruments that address specifically indigenous peoples and both are in labor rights.\textsuperscript{175}

The Sub-Commission Working Group became the focal point for the advocacy of standards on indigenous populations. An incredible 135 NGOs, the majority of them indigenous peoples' organizations, were represented in the Working Group.\textsuperscript{176} In 1994, the Working Group produced the UN Draft Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples. The UN Sub-Commission then adopted the Declaration and forwarded it to the UN Commission on Human Rights where it has languished until 29 June 2006 when it was

\textsuperscript{173} Interview with Carmen-Guevas, supra note 77.


adopted by the UN Human Rights Council. Again, the beneficiaries of a human rights instrument organized into NGOs and were able to draft an instrument to promote and protect their rights. It is important to note that the UN Sub-Commission, traditionally the UN body most sympathetic to human rights because it was composed of independent experts, not government representatives, adopted the Draft Declaration. The Draft Declaration was opposed by many states because it sought to give indigenous peoples a significant degree of cultural, economic, and political autonomy. It was seen by many states as a threat to their sovereignty and a challenge to their authority. One thing is clear: the Draft Declaration would not have been possible but for the tireless efforts of indigenous peoples’ NGOs. This is one case where the victims developed the standards by which they want to be governed.

However, the long delay by the Commission on Human Rights in adopting the Draft Declaration raises questions about the normative content of the instrument as well as the strategy employed by the indigenous peoples NGOs in crafting it. Did the NGOs fail to ally themselves and partner with key states? Were there no states willing to be drafted into this campaign? Was the Draft Declaration another victim—like the Declaration on the Right to Development—of powerful states and private interests that felt threatened by it? Is it fair to conclude that the international legal order was not yet ready to address the plight of indigenous peoples, one of the most vulnerable populations on earth, in a meaningful way? Even so, some scholars had predicted that the Draft Declaration was likely to be adopted in the near future.

177. NGOs have also been leaders in the campaign for women's human rights. Although the last two decades have witnessed tremendous strides in the recognition by the international legal order of the rights of women, women’s rights have been a blind spot in the human rights movement. In contrast to its tenacity in addressing the problem of racial discrimination, the human rights movement’s relative silence on the violations visited on women by men, states, cultures, and societies is important. Hilary Charlesworth and Christine Chinkin have argued persuasively that jus cogens—a term that denotes a peremptory, universal, and superior legal norm that cannot be derogated from—has a male gender and is discriminatory of women in its human rights dimensions.

178. In the last two decades, however, NGOs have made women’s rights visible in the standard-setting agenda of the human rights movement. Apart from CEDAW, which is regarded as a breakthrough convention, there have

been several developments that have brought women's issues to the forefront. Women's NGOs have become so successful that they are now seen as a model for how NGOs ought to intervene and elevate the issues they advocate. The first of these significant developments was the affirmation at the Vienna World Conference on Human Rights that the "human rights of women and of the girl-child are an inalienable, integral and indivisible part of universal human rights."\footnote{179}

During the same year, the General Assembly adopted by consensus the UN Declaration on the Elimination of Violence against Women.\footnote{180} In 1994, ECOSOC decided to create the position of Special Rapporteur on violence against women and appointed Radhika Coomarasawamy, the Sri Lankan human rights advocate, who served from 1994 until July 2003. Other significant gains included the explicit inclusion of sexual crimes against women in the statutes of the Yugoslav and Rwandan international criminal tribunals.\footnote{181} The Rome Statute for the International Criminal Court has followed suit in this regard. Chinkin points out that these gains are attributable to the advocacy of women's NGOs, which have perfected the art of networking at the local, national, and international levels.\footnote{182}

There is no shortage of examples where NGOs have become the leading force behind standard setting in human rights. Whether it is in regard to torture, women's rights, the campaign to ban landmines,\footnote{183} labor rights, or the rights of indigenous peoples, NGOs have become the animators of the international standard setting bodies within the United Nations. It bears keeping in mind, however, that the success of NGOs has come with more sophistication on their part. Whether it is finding partners or networking across borders, NGOs seem to have the formula for eliciting favorable responses from law-making processes.

C. NGO Strategies and Methods in Standard Setting

NGOs exhibit a love-hate relationship with states and IGOs, depending on the effect of the standard on state sovereignty. This complexity leads NGOs to act as both partner and pressure group in their relationship with states and IGOs in standard-setting fora. In deploying these strategies, NGOs have

\footnotesize{
179. Vienna Declaration, supra note 55, ¶ 18.
180. Declaration on the Elimination of Violence Against Women, supra note 53.
182. Chinkin, supra note 149, at 133–34.
}
frequently used a divide-and-conquer approach towards states. Often, NGOs will target a friendly state and use it as the vehicle for the purveyance of their intentions. NGOs will also use the friendly state to gauge the intentions of an opposing, reluctant, or opaque state. Since states tend to listen more to each other than to NGOs, a state that is NGO-friendly will be used to win over a resisting state. This partnership approach was employed by NGOs in their campaign for the adoption of the Draft Optional Protocol to the Convention against Torture.184 This was replicated by NGOs to advance other standards.

The struggle for the Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC) saw an innovation of the partnership model. Although the drafting of the CRC began in 1980, it was not until 1984 that it started in earnest. Not surprisingly, the entry of NGOs into the drafting process jump-started the exercise. Once the drafting started, the process became less political and more technical, a development that gave NGOs, largely the only actors with new ideas, an upper hand.185 In 1987, the United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF) joined the campaign for the CRC by funding NGO meetings to come up with common approaches and strategies.186 The cooperation between NGOs and UNICEF in standard setting was innovative and critical to the success of the CRC. As noted by one writer, it is “generally acknowledged in the international community that the NGOs had a direct and indirect impact on this Convention that is without parallel in the history of drafting international instruments.”187 The partnership between NGOs and UNICEF, along with the unusually close relationship between NGOs and states in the drafting and adoption of the CRC, has attracted particular attention. In effect:

[T]he success of the NGOs’ activities to promote support for the Convention was, for example, undoubtedly instrumental in getting many governments to take the drafting process more seriously, and in giving the Working Group a renewed sense of purpose. This was all the more so when, in 1987, the NGO Group joined with UNICEF in publicly promoting the objective of having the Convention ready for adoption by the UN General Assembly in 1989. Furthermore, the Group’s proposals were increasingly being presented by government delegates during the Working Group meetings, rather than directly by the NGOs themselves.188

184. Interview with Källin, supra note 131.
186. Id.
188. Id. at 25.
The campaign for the drafting and adoption of the Landmines Convention saw NGOs deploy an array of strategies against states and IGOs. These ranged from negative publicity, pressure, lobbying, and eventually partnership. The campaign, which was initially launched by the International Committee of the Red Cross, was quickly taken over by a coalition of Western INGOs: Human Rights Watch, Physicians for Human Rights, and the Vietnam Veterans Associations of America (United States); Handicap International (France); Medico International (Germany); and Mines Awareness Group (United Kingdom). These INGOs formed the core of the International Campaign to Ban Landmines and were later joined by some 1,200 NGOs from sixty states.\textsuperscript{189}

Although most states were initially either disinterested or opposed to the idea of a ban on landmines, the sophisticated deployment of pressure, persuasion, lobbying, and publicity about the terrible havoc wreaked by landmines led sympathetic and like-minded states to spearhead the ban.\textsuperscript{190} The lesson here is that NGOs would use the entire arsenal of strategies at their disposal to force the adoption of a standard. It was also clear to INGOs that a wide coalition of NGOs, many of them domestic, was essential for the pressure and public relations campaign to work. The achievement of the Landmines Convention is ample proof that NGOs can prevail over reluctant and recalcitrant states to adopt even what many of them regarded initially as a "pie-in-the-sky" treaty.\textsuperscript{191}

The partnership and lobby model, where NGOs target states, has been most successful where the NGOs themselves form one united front and campaign as a unit with common proposals. This means that NGOs have first had to forge unity among themselves before confronting or reaching out to states or IGOs. NGOs realize that in unity, diversity, and numbers there is strength and credibility. In fact, coalition-building among NGOs and creation of the broadest possible networks among them is the main reasons behind the recent successes of the human rights movement. This was clearly the case with the drafting and adoption of the CRC. Large, Western INGOs were intent on presenting a united front before states to which they would sell common proposals. States then took over most of these proposals and presented them as their own. These coalitions of NGOs and states were so active and powerful that even those states that had been reluctant originally came on board. The broad inclusion of various actors allowed many groups to claim ownership. This is what has led to the spectacular success of the CRC.\textsuperscript{192}

\textsuperscript{190} Id.
\textsuperscript{191} Id.
\textsuperscript{192} Interview with Johnson, supra note 185.
The most visible demonstration of the success of coalition building and networking has been in the impressive strides made in setting standards on women's rights. Women's groups had been frustrated within UN fora since the 1970s because they were excluded from standard-setting bodies. Between the 1985 Nairobi and 1995 Beijing UN women's conferences, women quickly organized themselves and improved greatly their lobbying techniques. They built coalitions through caucuses, participated in strategy-making preparatory meetings before UN conferences, and increased contacts with the media and national delegations.\(^{193}\) Barely a subject of international conversation two decades ago, women's rights today dominates virtually every effort in international affairs. "Women's NGOs have developed ways of maximizing their impact upon diplomatic negotiations, either directly or indirectly through the inclusion of their representatives in state delegations or indirectly through consciousness-raising activities, intensive and careful work on draft texts, campaigning at the national, regional and international levels and the formation of caucuses and international coalitions."\(^{194}\)

NGOs are critical to the work of standard setting because as practitioners of human rights they are closer to victims than states and are better able to identify the gaps in standards, as well as the weaknesses in implementation. Many NGOs also have real expertise in particular issues and countries. This proximity to the grassroots and the prevalence of expertise makes NGOs purveyors of accurate information and a good source of analysis on standards and their weaknesses. Many states lack the capacity or political will to obtain such data, information, and analyses. As a result, many states and IGOs are often quite happy to accept or benefit from NGO expertise and knowledge. For their part, NGOs adopt a very instrumentalist approach to their relationship with states and willingly provide free advice and information. This allows NGOs to use information and expertise to manipulate states and IGOs. The bottom line, however, is that states have become ever more reliant and dependent on NGOs for advice, expertise, and information. It is such reliance and dependence that have made NGOs indispensable to the work of states and IGOs in standard setting.

D. NGOs and States Play Hide and Seek

The reliance and dependence of states on NGOs does not mean that the two antagonists have become one. Nor does it point to a common vision. States remain the repositories of sovereignty and the key actors in IGOs. It


\(^{194}\) Chinkin, *supra* note 149, at 137.
is the states—not the NGOs—who formally make international human rights law. IGOs represent states, and it is still their prerogative to choose which non-state actors can be given access to them. Non-states actors selected to be in the deliberations of IGOs by states; they do not belong there as of right. Hence, the relationship between state and non-state actors within IGOs is a matter of tension and is subject to further evolution. What is not in doubt, however, is the fact that NGOs have achieved unprecedented access and influence in UN human rights standard-setting fora. It is difficult to see how states can claw back this access or curtail the reach of NGOs within IGOs. Despite these achievements, a careful analysis of the relationship between IGOs and NGOs reveals a more complex picture—one that suggests an unsettled and uneasy co-existence between them. What emerges is the image of two civil opponents circling each other distrustfully—like a cat and a mouse—while at the same time finding areas of accommodation and agreement.

States have not passively accepted NGOs advances. Fundamentally, states regard NGOs as intruders whom they welcome ruefully and reluctantly. States rarely concede to NGOs' standards that are truly costly to their sovereignty. There is usually a catch in cases where states appear to have conceded too much. States may either seek cover under a weak enforcement regime or obtain relief through reservations. Even in situations where it is agreed that a certain treaty or standard is defective normatively and institutionally—such as with the Torture Convention—states may agree to an optional protocol instead of revising the treaty itself. States are then free to ratify or reject the optional protocol. The Optional Protocol to CAT is the classic example of this exercise, where the document itself substantially raises the cost of joining and, in fact, prompts many states to oppose it. Nevertheless, states are wary of NGOs and will not hesitate to retreat behind the veil of sovereignty and their control of IGOs to limit the influence of NGOs and resist the most biting of norms. The relationship between NGOs and states or IGOs expands and contracts according to the issues.

States retain the exclusive power to decide the type of normative instrument that may be adopted by an IGO. Where states feel threatened by a proposed standard, they may allow its adoption, but as a declaration and not a treaty. Thus, states may give in to NGO demands for a standard but consign it to the soft law status of a declaration, resolution, or a platform of action, such as was the case with the 1995 Beijing Fourth World Conference on Women. The Declaration on Human Rights Defenders and the Declaration on the Right to Development were most likely agreed to by states because of their soft law status. It is unlikely that states would have agreed to them as treaties. Soft law norms generally lack clear performance targets, compliance dates, and a commitment by the state to expend resources.195

195. Id. at 140–41.
Hard law instruments like treaties are unpopular with states because they are generally based on clear-cut commitments. Admittedly, NGO access in the drafting of a treaty does not guarantee that the final product will reflect the wishes of the global civil society. The presence of an astounding 130 NGOs in Rome did not prevent states from striking a compromise over the final text of the Statute of the International Criminal Court.\(^{196}\)

NGOs have a lot of work to do to increase their space and access to IGOs. States can play any variety of tricks or games to limit or suppress NGO participation in standard setting. These range from failing to include NGO items on the agenda, denying NGOs access to certain conference sessions (as happened in the Fourth World Conference on Women in Beijing), refusing NGO representatives accreditation to UN meetings, allocating NGO participants little, if any, speaking time, and failing to facilitate visa and other travel arrangements to meetings. Many of these actions may look petty, but they can frustrate NGOs and result in their failure to carry out an effective campaign to advance a standard or adopt an important instrument. NGOs must also resist the temptation of power and make sure that access is not used to capture and coopt more radical and transformative agendas.\(^{197}\) It is promising, however, that there usually is a number of states within any UN meeting that are willing to counter the obstructionist agendas of some states. The larger and more inclusive the NGO coalition the better the chances of gaining access.

VI. THE QUESTION OF DEFICITS

A persistent problem of norm setting—in human rights and other areas—is the question of deficits. These deficits are understood to be shortcomings and gaps that result in illegitimacy, incompleteness, ineffectiveness, and exclusion. These gaps are related to the actors and the manner of their participation. The two most important deficits in human rights standard setting are in participation and democracy. Is participation broad and inclusive? What is the nature of the participants, and are they representative of the widest diversity of interests, views, and traditions? Is the process of participation transparent and democratic? Do states have an equal voice, and if not, why? Do all non-state actors have access and opportunity for democratic participation? Can these deficits be filled? Whose responsibility is it to cure them, and how can they be addressed?

---

196. *Id.* at 141.
A. The Deficit of Numbers

At the dawn of the human rights movement, deficits of participation and democracy existed. In the late 1940s, a few Western states controlled the process of standard setting exclusively, although some NGOs from the North sought to influence the United Nations from the margins. It is ironic now—over fifty years later—that the drafting of the UDHR was so closely held among such an exclusive group. This exclusivity was a reflection of the global power hierarchies of the day. Africa, for instance, was virtually absent from the participants because almost the entire continent was held in colonial bondage by several European states. This deficit of numbers has been steadily lowered over the years, and the crafting of successive UN human rights documents has been open, at least formally, to all member states of the United Nations, who today number 191. Yet numbers only address the numerical deficit and not the gaps in participation and democracy.

The deficit of numbers with respect to non-state actors is not the acute problem it was at the launch of the human rights movement. Domestic human rights NGOs have mushroomed in virtually every state in the South over the last several decades. Some of these NGOs have become quite sophisticated in their advocacy and lobbying work. A number have developed working relationships with consumer and social justice movements in the South and the North. They are part of an emerging global civil society that seeks standards in response to the excesses of globalization. However, the increase in the numbers of NGOs in the South does not necessarily translate directly into additional voices within the United Nations. International lobbying and networking requires enormous resources for organization, travel, and communication, which most NGOs in the South cannot afford. Even when they travel to Geneva, New York, and other norm-making venues, such NGOs remain outsiders, out of their element, and far away from home. Numbers alone only tell part of the story.

Lobbying and networking within the corridors of the UN fora are activities that require expertise, enormous resources, and access to powerful actors. The civil society movement in most of the South is still young, poor, and not well connected to influential media outlets in the West or key actors in international forums, such as the UN. This position is no doubt improving, and a number of NGOs from the South are increasingly becoming adept at lobbying within UN corridors. But their voices remain marginalized because of the disparity in resources and access to the political and cultural centers of power in the North. As more NGOs from the South become stronger, their voices will carry more weight.

B. The Deficit of Participation

Numerically, the South dominates the UN General Assembly, but its voice is less effective and could be exercised more meaningfully in standard setting. States from the North still dominate the UN human rights norm making bodies. There are several reasons for this state of affairs. First, and perhaps most important, donor or capital exporting states have a disproportionate voice in international organizations. Their influence and power over institutions of global governance cuts across the entire spectrum of international dealings. The sense that the North “owns” the organs of international governance pervades them. The domination of the UN Security Council by the United States and the United Kingdom over Iraq is one of the most glaring example of this domination. 199

Such asymmetry of power allows states from the North to exert their will over IGOs and have their concerns addressed. 200 The Optional Protocol to the Torture Convention is a good illustration of this fact. It was natural that many states from the South would oppose the Optional Protocol because it was mainly targeted at them. However, the Protocol was adopted—over US opposition—because a powerful coalition of European and Latin American states supported it. 201 The Declaration on Human Rights Defenders, too, owes its success to the leadership of Norway and heavy support from most of Europe. In contrast, the Declaration on the Right to Development lacks powerful supporters.

The South suffers from other complex, but related, influence problems. The delegations of most states in the South lack adequate expertise in human rights, international law and related fields. This is not only a direct result of their poor economies, but also a function of bad governance and an absence of coherent foreign policies, among other factors. The combination of these factors lead to ill-prepared delegations, unable or unwilling to advocate effectively for their positions. 202 Instead, most delegations from the South engage in high but empty rhetoric, devoid of serious analysis and development of the issues into law-like formulations. 203 Moreover, many states in the South are suspicious of human rights NGOs and do not have cordial relations with them, unlike their counterparts in the North. This hostility extends to both domestic NGOs and INGOs. Nor do states in the South

200. IGOs are usually dominated either by a single state or a coalition of elite states because of their military, economic, or other hegemonic power, as is the case with the United States and the United Nations. See ERNEST HAAS, WHEN KNOWLEDGE IS POWER: THREE MODELS OF CHANGE IN INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS 7 (1990).
201. Interview Carmen-Guevas, supra note 77.
203. Id.
usually consult human rights scholars for advice. Consequently, states in the South do not benefit from the valuable help and expertise that NGOs can offer. This places them at a considerable disadvantage to states in the North whose skilled technocrats normally accord NGOs more open access, so they can tap into their expertise and advice. Delegations from the North are also adept at using academics and think-tanks as resources to keep them abreast of cutting-edge thinking and recent developments. The Swiss government’s efforts in support of the Optional Protocol to CAT is a model demonstration of how government, intellectuals, and NGOs can successfully harness and pool their resources and skills to advance an agenda.  

There is every reason for states in the South to develop and cultivate democratic, transparent, and inclusive approaches to governance. This should mean involving local NGOs and academics in advising the state and its institutions—particularly the ministry of foreign affairs—on a wide range of important questions of national interest. The skills and resources in the NGO world can go a long way in plugging the lacunae in the capacity of the state to participate ably in standard setting. States in the South are better advised to include academics and NGO representatives, who often have good contacts with their counterparts in the North, in official delegations to UN standard-setting and other bodies. Such an ameliorative step will not, of course, radically alter the imbalance of power between the North and the South. It will, however, at least allow states in the South to maximize and more fully utilize the resources and skills available at home. Some states in the South, such as Costa Rica and Senegal, have long reached into their civil societies and universities to staff and revamp their efforts in international affairs.

INGOs are adept at lobbying for human rights standards and their implementation. Amnesty International and Human Rights Watch have in particular been key leaders in the work of standard setting within IGOs. Although NGOs from the South have become increasingly active in IGO circles, they remain “outsiders.” There is an unhealthy division of labor between regional and domestic NGOs and INGOs, where the latter engage in international human rights work, which means initiating and leading NGO efforts within IGOs, while the former focus on human rights problems in their native lands, or act as funnels for information to INGOs. This dichotomy perpetuates the weaknesses of NGOs in the South while at the same time entrenching the privileged position of the INGOs. Larry Cox, the American human rights advocate, has decried this lopsided relationship between Southern NGOs and Western INGOs. He notes:

[T]he problem is that . . . [i]nternational work is still for the most part the domain of groups located in the North. Groups in the South are still seen largely as
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domestic partners or as “human rights defenders” who are protected by those doing international work. The possibility for groups outside Western Europe and the United States either to set the agenda for human rights or even to influence, as equal partners, the strategies set by international groups for their countries is very limited. To change this would take a much deeper commitment than currently exists on the part of either donors or NGOs to invest in travel, discussions and the alteration of old patterns.205

More recently, INGOs have increased their efforts at coalition building and networking with NGOs in the South. INGOs believe that such coalitions lend more legitimacy to their work. These coalitions have been developed in the campaigns for standards on questions related to globalization, land mines, and women’s rights.206 Even so, Western INGOs led these coalitions. This inclusivity was not intended to empower NGOs from the South but rather to strengthen the NGO voice. As noted by a critic, the “forming of [such] coalitions may allow for a single, and therefore more forceful, NGO voice, but this may also conceal deep divisions among those within the coalition.”207 The dissenting views of NGOs from the South may be suppressed so as to give the appearance of a united global civil society. This has been a problem in the struggle for women’s rights. NGOs from the South have pointed to the reluctance of their counterparts from the North—who dominate international standard-setting fora in the field—to address issues pertinent to them.208 This has resulted in the universalization of the priorities of women in the North and the concomitant downgrading of the problems that women in the South face. That is precisely what one study revealed. It noted:

This viewpoint emerged in a survey of NGO attitudes in which seventy per cent of those questioned expressed their concerns about the domination by larger, white, English-language NGOs. One survey concluded that “prejudices of racism, sexism and colonialism still endure” despite the apparently more open texture of civil society. . . . Increased representation is justified in terms of the potential empowerment of those previously lacking power, but great care must be taken in identifying who in fact is benefiting from the process.209
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Apart from states, INGOs, and NGOs, other actors in the world of human rights standard-setting are individuals and institutions from the world of academia. These include renowned academics and jurists, policy think tanks, and the media. Individual thinkers and writers have also been influential players in the process. Although the media is not a direct participant in the norm-setting process, the exposure that a particular issue receives may make it a priority within UN circles. A case in point was the media coverage of both the Yugoslav and Rwanda genocides in the early to mid-1990s, a spotlight that shamed powerful states and pushed them to establish war crimes tribunals. The result was a development in the law and standards that relate to international criminal law, universal jurisdiction, war crimes, genocide, rape, and crimes against humanity.

C. The Deficit of Democracy

The deficit of participation is closely linked to the deficit of democracy in the world of IGOs, particularly within the United Nations. The post World War II order promised, in the words of the UN Charter, to "reaffirm faith in fundamental human rights, in the dignity and worth of the human person, in the equal rights of men and women and of nations large and small."210 But the Charter equivocated on the principle of sovereign equality when it made the Security Council, the key and most powerful organ of the UN, the exclusive club of the five major powers of the day.211 The General Assembly, the most representative and democratic of UN organs, was only given recommendatory powers, in effect reducing it to a talking shop and rubber stamp.212 It is remarkable to note that democracy, the noble ideal on which the UN was ostensibly founded, was also, paradoxically, its first casualty. The structures of the United Nations, which are today regarded as obsolete, have come under increasing attack.213 There is pressure for a radical restructuring of the United Nations to address the deficit of democracy within it.214

States do not have equal voices within the United Nations. The permanent members of the Security Council—the United States, China, France, United Kingdom, and Russia—wield enormous power in the United Nations system. Russia and China are less powerful even within the Security Council,
which is dominated by the US, UK, and France.\textsuperscript{215} The powers of states are graduated according to their wealth, military power, size, and geographic location. These factors determine the influence and clout that states possess and can deploy to advance their interests within the UN. Thus, the United States and the European Union countries dominate the UN, although large but relatively poorer states like China, India, South Africa, and Brazil have sought more influence.

As a general rule, non-Western states lack power within the United Nations system. Their voices tend to be small and muted and their effect on standard setting processes less remarkable. Many African, Middle Eastern, and Asian states have traditionally been viewed as either unenthusiastic or opposed to intrusive human rights standards and mechanisms. Their voices in standard-setting bodies—especially in the area of civil and political rights—are regarded generally as unhelpful or obstructionist. This image of the South is changing although the stereotype persists. Many states in the South, such as Senegal, South Africa, Caribbean, and virtually all of Central and South America, are today more inclined to support or initiate new human rights standards. A growing number of states from Sub-Saharan Africa are also inclined to support such standards. This is a direct result of growing openness and the introduction of political democracy in these countries. The United States stands alone as a paradox among the industrial democracies in its opposition to the development of human rights standards. These trends have been confirmed in the adoption of recent instruments such as the Optional Protocol to CAT and the Declaration on Human Rights Defenders. The human rights-friendly states in the South have joined European states, including those in the former Soviet bloc, to form a lobby for human rights in IGOs. This new coalition of states is not faithful to the traditional North-South divide.

This new coalition of Northern and Southern states has its limits. It suffers from the constraints of ideology. States from the South only seem to

\textsuperscript{215} Michael Ignatieff has captured this Western domination of the UN Security Council and human rights in an unambiguous language:

\begin{quote}
\[\text{Since 1989, there has been a single human rights culture in the world, and nothing stands in the way to defy its moral imperium. Russia and China no longer have the power to do anything but deny Security Council approval to Western coalitions of the willing. Their veto power may deny legitimacy to actions by coalitions of the willing, but as the NATO operation in Kosovo shows, determined coalitions simply bypass the Security Council altogether. This momentous shift has combined with the coming of age of human rights advocacy from the grassroots in Western countries. . . . But the impact of this shift has not necessarily been to the benefit of oppressed individuals, but rather to the benefit of the states which intervene in other states in the name of human rights.}\]
\end{quote}

have more democratic space in IGOs when they support or initiate human rights standards that fall in line with the national interests and legal traditions of the North. Standards that are directed at the economic inequities of the global order have not gone far, nor have Southern states been able to find enough democratic space and support for these initiatives. The right to development is perhaps the most poignant manifestation of this chasm between the two blocs. Southern states have not helped themselves either. Many are still undemocratic and unrepresentative of their own societies and cannot, as such, advance or convey the democratic aspirations of their peoples in the IGO world. Nor can they, because of their distaste for civil society, tap into the reservoir of NGO resources. This compounds the deficit of democracy and makes it more difficult for traditionally marginalized states from the South to become more effective players within IGOs.

Non-state actors, especially NGOs, are also mired in problems related to the deficit of democracy in the context of their work within IGOs. The nature of NGOs is at the center of this question. It is important to state, categorically, that NGO participation in IGO standard setting does not necessarily answer the democratic challenge or enhance transparent, democratic, and representative decisionmaking. NGOs can often deliberately subvert democracy because NGOs are not, by their nature, generally representative. They are self-appointed, usually individual-driven, and run by an individual or a small elite group that solely determines the agenda and the priorities for the organization. Similarly, they are usually not elected and do not normally practice internal or institutional democracy or transparency.216

Domestic NGOs often present themselves as the voice of the people at the national level. This is the basis of their claim for legitimacy. They present themselves as the conscience of the people, battling the behemoth on behalf of the poor and powerless. INGOs have sought to replicate this model at the international level. Since the dawn of the human rights movement, INGOs have insisted that they belong at the table of international governance. States and IGOs have, in turn, ceded ground to NGOs, lending credence to their claim of legitimacy on the implausible argument that they are the voices of the people. Even as states retain supremacy in the norm creation fora, they have in effect conferred legitimacy on NGOs by treating them as partners in international governance. A Canadian official confirmed this view when he noted during negotiations on the Landmines Convention that INGOs "have been the voice saying that government belongs to the people, and must respond to the people's hopes, demands and ideals."217 Have NGOs,
and particularly the INGOs that dominate the human rights standard-setting processes, overreached? Do they claim and seek a legitimacy they do not have, and can never acquire?

It must be noted the few INGOs that dominate the IGO scene are more than happy to wear the label of “international civil society” or “global civil society,” terms that invoke and connote the image of the more representative, diverse, and grassroots-oriented domestic NGOs. This can be misleading. The so-called “international civil society” is therefore an unfortunate term as applied to INGOs because they are not the masses or conduits of the people. They are, as Kenneth Anderson states, “a vehicle for international elites to talk to other international elites about the things—frequently of undeniably critical importance—that international elites care about.” It is a conversation that is horizontal, not vertical. Anderson notes emphatically that this horizontal dialogue, a kind of romance between INGOs and IGOs, has a “worthwhile, essential function in making the world—sometimes at least, a better place—but it does not reduce the democratic deficit.” INGOs are effective pressure groups that lack democratic legitimacy. Anderson further notes:

[T]he far more typical international NGO of the kind whose favor and approval international organizations [IGOs] seek is much closer to the model of Human Rights Watch—a relatively small, highly professional, entirely elite organization funded by foundations and wealthy individuals in the Western democracies, and having no discernable base outside international elites. This is not to denigrate Human Rights Watch or the vital work it does, but it would be the first to declare that its legitimacy is not based on democratic roots among the masses but on its fidelity to its own conception of the meaning of international human rights.

In other words, INGOs like Human Rights Watch are accountable only to themselves and their wealthy donors. Even Amnesty International, which unlike Human Rights Watch is a member organization, cannot claim to be very different. Its “membership comes mostly from wealthy countries, and its membership even in those countries tends to be educated and at least middle class.” IGOs tend to favor INGOs like Human Rights Watch—rich, expert-laden, highly professional, and powerful—over the poorer and relatively under-resourced domestic Southern NGOs. However, the latter are more likely to be connected to the people. For this reason, the campaigns and concerns that are dear to INGOs tend to be more successful in terms of standard setting. These attitudes and structural relationships do not reduce—but instead tend to enhance—the democratic deficit within IGOs.
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D. Language: Content and Implementation

Virtually all advocates and organizations in human rights now support creating binding human rights norms. The ideal has been to strive for an instrument that is both acceptable to states and which the states will feel obligated to implement. However, states want norms that will exact the lowest cost on their sovereignty. This requires a highly skilled balancing act by states because no state wants to be perceived as gratuitous opponents of human rights.

The power of human rights rhetoric is so great that opposition to human rights standards is usually couched in terms of legitimate state interests. However, some of the excuses are transparent. When it became politically incorrect to openly reject human rights standards, many undemocratic, authoritarian, poor states took cover behind a plea of the scarcity of resources and lack of trained personnel to carry out implementation. States and IGOs, on the one hand, and NGOs, on the other, have generally worked at cross-purposes. The former are more likely to accept soft-law, less binding instruments whereas the latter want to maximize the impact of human rights standards through the adoption of concise, binding, and effective instruments.

There would be no purpose to developing standards, but never enforcing or implementing them. The process of setting standards, which is universal in the sense that it formally takes place within the United Nations, implies a collective will greater than that of an individual state to see those norms respected. This paradox suggests that states, IGOs, and non-state actors have to work through complex and delicate negotiations to establish a balance that each can claim as a success. These compromises start at the standard-setting level and are not completed until processes and institutions for monitoring, encouraging, or ensuring the implementation of standards are reached. Language—its use and precise meaning—is critical to the creation of norms and their implementation.

E. The Relationship Between Norms and Institutions

There is a pervasive belief in academic and activist circles that UN institutions charged with the monitoring and enforcing human rights standards are largely ineffective, if not impotent. However, it is impossible to imagine
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the normative human rights regime without its institutionalization in the UN Charter and the various treaty bodies. This would leave national governments with the voluntary discretion to police themselves and to decide what and how to enforce human rights standards. In theory, one might argue that states could rise to the challenge, but this view ignores the motivation states would have to renege on their promises and backtrack on enforcement. This would happen for the simple reason that states do not like to be constrained. For this reason, civil society and domestic NGOs, at the national level, and IGOs and INGOs at the international level, are necessary to pressure, monitor, cajole, and encourage states to honor their human rights obligations. In short, human rights norms only make sense when anchored in institutions.

This intrinsic relationship between norms and institutions makes the design of UN institutions in which human rights norms are anchored an integral part of the standard setting process. Standards are not set in the abstract without thought being given to how they will be implemented, enforced, and realized. Universal human rights standards must be taken down to the national level, where they will ultimately make a difference. The process of standard setting must adopt a legal realist approach and relate what is produced to how it is implemented, otherwise it is impossible to gauge the effectiveness of norms. It is at this intersection—where norms and institutions meet—that most of the contestation over the scope, depth, and authority of the human rights regime has taken place.

Two types of institutions at the UN pose different questions for the setting of standards and their implementation. Although both types either set or develop norms and then oversee their implementation or enforcement, UN Charter-based bodies, like the UN Human Rights Council, and treaty bodies, like the CEDAW Committee or the UN Human Rights Committee, are confronted with different challenges. First, Charter-based organs like the Human Rights Council are the quintessential IGO. Each of its forty-seven member states have interests beyond human rights that they will seek to protect through the Council, despite the fact that it replaced the more politically charged Commission.

In the UN hierarchy, Charter-based organs can arguably be regarded as superior to treaty bodies for a number of reasons. It is the Charter organs, principally the Council, that would draft and vet human rights treaties before sending them to the General Assembly for approval and adoption. The Council and General Assembly demarcate and delimit the scope and
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depth of human rights obligations that states may undertake. The two organs therefore determine the powers that treaties confer on the treaty bodies, such as the CEDAW Committee, in the exercise of their oversight, monitoring or enforcement functions. The ECOSOC, another Charter organ, may in situations where an instrument does not provide for a treaty body, as is the case with the ICESCR, set up such a body.\footnote{In 1987, ECOSOC set up the Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, even though it was not provided for in the ICESCR. Article 68 of the United Nations Charter empowers ECOSOC to "set up commissions in economic and social fields and for the promotion of human rights." \textit{See Thomas Buergenthal, Dinah Shelton, & David Stewart, International Human Rights} 69-70 (2002).}

It is through Charter organs that states and IGOs retain control over the nature of human rights standards and the mode of their enforcement. In formal terms, standard setting is carried out within IGOs, not the treaty bodies, although the reality is more complex. Through their interpretive powers, treaty bodies have made significant contributions to human rights. Many treaties tend to be either broad or vague, so it has fallen on treaty bodies to elaborate, clarify, and elucidate standards by more clearly defining their meaning and the scope of states’ obligations. Without a doubt, treaty bodies serve not merely an interpretive function, but rather, in effect, engage in standard-setting.

\section*{F. Standard Setting and Implementation in Practice}

The UDHR was thought to be the document that would precede the more detailed elaboration of the human rights obligations of states in a binding treaty. Initially, there was hope that just such an instrument would immediately follow the UDHR. However, Cold War conflicts and tensions between the United States and the West, on the one hand, and the Soviet Union and the socialist bloc, on the other, brought these noble expectations to a screeching halt. Disagreements about models of political society and economic philosophies combined with sovereignty concerns to seriously qualify the major powers’ commitment to human rights.

The business of standard setting would henceforth be a struggle over ideology, philosophy, culture, and sovereignty. The first casualty of these disagreements was the push for a single human rights treaty. The project started in 1949, but it was abandoned in 1951 when it became clear that the Western-dominated Commission on Human Rights would only agree to two separate treaties. One treaty was to be based on civil and political rights and the other on economic, social, and cultural rights.\footnote{Annotations on the Text of the Draft International Covenants on Human Rights, Report by the Secretary-General, U.N. GAOR, 10th Sess., Annex 50, ¶ 9, U.N. Doc. A/2929 (1955).}
of the norms and their implementation measures were two critical issues facing the Commission on human rights as it sat to draft the two covenants. The West argued that civil and political rights, which are the staple of its liberal state, were enforceable, justifiable, absolutely fundamental, and, therefore, immediately applicable. These rights were said to be individual claims against the state, a prohibition of unlawful actions against the state, for which the state was not required to take any positive action. The West contended that economic, social, and cultural rights were claims on the state, and could only be implemented progressively, requiring positive action by the state.

This dichotomous view—which regrettably has been an enduring legacy of the human rights corpus—masked the West's fear that human rights standards and obligations would be enforced against free market economic structures and policies. Even so, the West would not have argued for two separate documents if no implementation mechanisms were contemplated. The ICCPR provided for the Human Rights Committee, regarded as one of the more credible treaty bodies, to oversee its implementation. However, the ICESCR was left without a treaty body and only provided for the submission of periodic reports to the UN Secretary-General and ECOSOC, a largely meaningless oversight function.

The differences in the implementation and oversight of the two covenants are made all the more stark by the normative distinctions between them. These two documents are written in different language. The obligations in the ICCPR are generally definitive and clear. The ICESCR, on the other hand, is laden with broad and sometimes hortatory language. Specifically, the ICCPR grants individuals rights against the state. Typical of this approach are these phrases used in the ICCPR: "no one shall be" or "any one who." This language sharply contrasts with the ICESCR, which placed obligations on states with terms such as "states parties recognize the rights of everyone to" or "states parties to the present covenant undertake to." The other key difference between the covenants is the permissive language and the equivocation of the ICESCR, which is absent in the ICCPR. The ICESCR obligations are open-ended, without performance targets. In the ICESCR, a state is only required to fulfill its obligations "to the maximum of its available resources, with a view to achieving progressively the full realization of the rights."
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This vacuous language has thus far undermined genuine progress in the achievement of economic, social, and cultural rights.

The ICCPR was among the first general scope human rights instruments to create a treaty body to oversee its implementation. Its provision for the Human Rights Committee was therefore a remarkable achievement at the time. States had never before authorized such a body to supervise them in the implementation of international human rights standards. The Human Rights Committee was charged with two basic functions: (i) reviewing performance by examining state reports, and (ii) issuing general comments, that is, developing an interpretive jurisprudence of the ICCPR.\textsuperscript{231} The Optional Protocol to the ICCPR added a third function to the Human Rights Committee. It authorized the Committee to receive and issue opinions, known as "views," on the petitions of individual victims.\textsuperscript{232} Although comparative analyses show that the Human Rights Committee remains one of the most effective of the seven treaty bodies,\textsuperscript{233} a critical appraisal of its structure and powers indicate that states did not want to couple a normatively strong instrument with an intrusive enforcement body. States allowed members of the Human Rights Committee to be independent experts, but denied the organ a quasi-judicial character and made the individual petition procedure entirely optional. This left the Human Rights Committee with only one compulsory role—that of studying and commenting generally on state reports.\textsuperscript{234}

Since 1966, when the first two human rights covenants were adopted, standards on most human rights concerns have been set in place. The process of standard setting was then—and still is today—contentious, lengthy, and laborious. This may be the age of rights, where the rhetorical power of sovereignty is no longer what it once was, but human rights standard setting are still an uphill task. There are indications that it has become even more difficult over the last decade to push for new standards, at least in treaty form. State and IGO concerns over sovereignty, culture, ideology, and power are as present today as they were before 1966. Since then, the script of the drafting of the ICCPR and ICESCR has largely been generally followed with minor only variations. The negative legacy of the first two covenants
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\textsuperscript{233} The other six treaty bodies are the Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, the Committee on the Rights of Children, the Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination, the Committee Against Torture, the Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination Against Women, and the Committee on Migrant Workers.
continues to persist today. States and IGOs manipulate language to blunt, soften, or evade effective human rights standards.

The fate of the right to development underscores the reluctance by states and IGOs to work for a definitive, powerful, and clear language of obligatory norms. There is nothing concrete in the UN Charter or the UDHR that gives specificity or direction on the right to development, although there are references to the need for international solidarity to economic and social problems. The UDHR also refers to an international order in which the rights in it can be realized. Proponents rely on these general provisions as the moral and legal basis of the right to development. Since 1977, when the UN Commission on Human Rights recognized the right to development, many powerful states, IGOs, international financial institutions, academics, and human rights activists have challenged it. Active opposition and lack of support from powerful individuals and interests have crippled the right to development. The failure to develop convincing, credible, and clear language to talk about this right has marginalized discourse on it. Despite many reports by IGOs, there is no agreement on the meaning of the right or what the practical consequences of its recognition might involve. The Declaration of the Right to Development, which is written in a high-sounding, rhetorical, and vague language, is not helpful. Norms cannot be effective unless they are unpacked into clear components, spelling out obligations and rights, and identifying the path to their implementation at the national level. These factors, among others, have conspired to make the right to development impotent.

Language can be an ally to the standard setter when it is used carefully and when states do not see it as creating new obligations or establishing new law. This is the apparent reason for the success of the Guiding Principles on Internal Displacement. States and IGOs have rushed to embrace the Guiding Principles, which suggests that they are crafted in a language that is acceptable to them. It bears restating that the Guiding Principles, which
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237. Some of the most biting attacks on the right to development have been launched by prominent Western academics. Stephen P. Marks, for instance, has argued that third generation human rights, of which the right to development is the most prominent, are “too vague to be justifiable and are no more than slogans.” Jack Donnelly, an opponent of group or collective rights, has been more critical, declaring the right to development “fallacious,” “bizarre,” “misguided,” and “dangerous.” See Stephen Marks, Emerging Human Rights: A New Generation for the 1980s?, 33 Rutgers L. Rev. 435, 451 (1981); Jack Donnelly, In Search of the Unicorn: The Jurisprudence and the Politics of the Right to Development, 15 Cal. W. Int’l L. J. 473, 482 (1985). With virtually no prominent defenders, the right to development lacks elaboration and has remained murky.

are not a declaration or a resolution, do not technically constitute soft law because they were neither negotiated by states nor produced by an IGO. Therefore, they lack the authority that comes from the resultant consensus or adoption.\textsuperscript{239} In a sense, the Guiding Principles are redundant and for that reason do not really threaten states. Some states see them as merely providing guidelines for the application of existing law.\textsuperscript{240} The genius of the Guiding Principles is that they combine in clear, detailed, and unambiguous language the restatement of existing legal obligations with the seemingly harmless form of the instrument—neither a treaty nor a declaration. Walter Kälin expressed ambivalence on the form of the instrument and is more interested in whether the Guiding Principles will become effective. It does not matter to him whether they use the language of the law or take the legal form.\textsuperscript{241} 

Analyses of the use of language in standard setting show a link between language and the modes of implementation or enforcement of an instrument. This is true for all instruments, whether or not they enjoy strong support from states and IGOs. The typical example is CEDAW and its committee in which an ambitious instrument was coupled with a weak treaty body. Relatively or potentially strong functions in treaty bodies may be made optional to avoid the deep penetration of the state. The only clear exception to this rule is the CRC where an effective, innovative, aggressive, and open committee oversees a strong instrument.\textsuperscript{242} That is why the CRC has succeeded beyond the expectations of its sponsors.\textsuperscript{243} This is explained by the fact that the CRC is the only human rights instrument that was almost entirely the product of NGOs. Hence, its departure from the norm. Otherwise, left to their own devices, states will always opt high rhetoric human rights instruments with little teeth.

\section*{VII. CONCLUSIONS}

\subsection*{A. What is the Future of Standard Setting in Human Rights?}

Even with historic conceptual and institutional breakthroughs, a lot remains to be done to secure human dignity. Although human rights standards
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have been set in virtually all areas that touch on human dignity, normative gaps and weaknesses still exist in many areas. New normative frameworks are needed in some areas, while in others they must be elaborated and strengthened. Standard setting is a dynamic process that must respond to a rapidly changing globe and challenges that come with the emergence of new problems and conditions. The argument that the era of standard setting is over is not only mistaken, but dangerous.

The setting of human rights standards is not a static process. The conditions of humanity that human rights standards seek to safeguard and promote are evolving concepts. New conditions of oppression and powerlessness are forever being discovered, and new challenges are constantly emerging. For example, the gay rights movement and the campaign for the rights of people with disabilities were unthinkable just a few decades ago. The current US war on terror has similarly thrown up new obstacles to established norms. There is no doubt that these and many other issues require a normative response. The struggle for and definition of human freedom and development is a continuous and evolutionary process. These issues require unceasing vigilance, revision, re-evaluation, deepening, and re-definition. Broad norms and standards must be unpacked, broken down, elucidated, revised, and may even need to be rejected and replaced by new and different standards. The scope, reach, and content of norms must be comprehensible to their beneficiaries, as well as to those who bear the responsibility for their implementation. Vacuous, rhetorical, and vague standards accomplish little.

To be effective, standards must have a clear path for their implementation and enforcement. This is an area of weakness. Institutions that are responsible for the promotion and protection of human rights standards—states and IGOs—are largely perceived by NGOs as reluctant, unwilling, unable, or ineffectual actors. They are seen as interested mostly in blunting the bite of human rights to safeguard state sovereignty. The effect of human rights must be translated at the national level, so municipal institutions that safeguard basic rights are critical to enforcement. Judiciaries, national human rights institutions, bar associations, NGOs, police and security apparatuses, and legislatures must be in the frontline to entrench, deepen, promote, and protect human rights. However, only human rights NGOs among these institutions can usually be relied on to advance the human rights agenda with vigor, honesty, and a healthy disinterest. Human rights norms must be internalized by states in their legal and political orders to be effective.

The relationship between universal norms and IGOs, on the one hand, and national norms and institutions of enforcement, on the other, must be streamlined and harmonized to enhance their inter-penetration. This vertical relationship between international and national processes is critical for the domestic internalization of human rights norms. Without this relationship, states cannot cultivate a human rights culture to police themselves. It is through
the experience gained in enforcement by national institutions that NGOs, IGOs, and states can identify normative gaps that need to be addressed and institutional weaknesses that must be corrected. In other words, the national space is the anvil on which human rights norms are unpacked and forged. It is the crucible in which human rights must be grown. The lessons gained from this interpenetration must inform the future of standard setting and the work of rectifying institutional weaknesses in implementation.

B. The Quest for Standards in Economic and Social Questions

The call for new standards in human rights has been opposed by some influential academics and large INGOs, unless such standards were consistent with the mandates of these INGOs. These individuals and groups oppose what they see as a proliferation of claims using the language of rights. They are skeptical of so-called second and third generation rights—economic, social, and cultural rights, as well as group or peoples’ rights, such as the right to development—which they think inflates the category of rights, deflates the power of the human rights language, and dilutes the potency of the human rights movement. To them, the human rights movement should focus on a narrow mandate, usually civil and political rights.

The mandates and work of Amnesty International and Human Rights Watch, the two largest INGOs, have traditionally reflected this worldview, although that is slowly changing. Since 1996, Human Rights Watch adopted a policy of addressing economic, social, and cultural rights, but only if their violation was related to its central mandate of protecting civil and political rights. This concession by Human Rights Watch to marginally expand its mandate came only after relentless criticism from the South threatened its credibility and effectiveness.

Amnesty International has acknowledged its own role in the historical rejection of economic and social rights by the West. Amnesty, with a mandate geared primarily to civil and political rights, has been part of this imbalance. The very success of the organization in building a worldwide membership and raising concerns among a wide public has been a factor in focusing attention on civil and political rights. Amnesty is now engaging


in broader human rights debates and seeks to promote the full spectrum of human rights in its campaigns and human rights education activities. Decisions taken by the 1997 International Council Meeting affirmed the need to explore ways of raising awareness of the full range of human rights, to provide more economic and social context in Amnesty International’s reporting, and to make greater efforts to promote international standards and mechanisms protecting economic and social rights.246 Amnesty International now acknowledges that economic and social rights cannot be divorced from other human rights because of the consequences of globalization. It notes the protection of economic and social rights by NGOs is important particularly because of the failure of governments to protect citizens from the negative consequences of globalization.247

While this is welcome news from influential actors in the human rights movement, both Amnesty and Human Rights Watch symbolize a negative legacy in economic and social rights. The initial decision by Human Rights Watch to include these rights, albeit marginally, sounded painful and extracted. Amnesty International and Human Rights Watch are the two most powerful non-state actors in the field of human rights. As such, their embrace of economic and social rights is important and should not be half-hearted if it is to be meaningful. In a radical departure, Irene Khan, the incumbent Al Secretary General, has led an admirable push for a more inclusive view of human rights.

Civil and political rights enjoy a normative superiority that is the envy of the advocates of economic and social rights. There is virtually no domestic jurisprudence, obligatory policies, or mandatory practices in most states on economic and social rights. States and IGOs do not see the development and implementation of these rights as an obligation. Many see them as desirable goals, not rights. Even when they see them as either obligations or rights, they relegate them to other concerns and overlook them. In 1993, the ICESCR Committee noted that “states and the international community as a whole continue to tolerate all too often breaches of economic, social and cultural rights” and attributed this impotence to “a reluctance to characterize the problem that exists as gross and massive denials of economic, social and cultural rights.”248 Part of the problem is in the ICESCR itself, which is unclear on the nature of the obligations on states. Although the ICESCR Committee has attempted to clarify, unpack, define, and give guidance to
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the covenant’s provisions and the obligations of states, its work has gone largely unnoticed. The Committee has failed to spark INGO activism and insightful commentary from influential academics.

NGO, and particularly INGO, activism and focus on economic and social rights are necessary for their normative development and clarification of the obligations of states. The negative consequences of globalization give these rights an urgency that must not be compromised by pretexts and excuses. NGOs must now approach economic and social rights—the next frontier in human rights—with the same zeal that drives them in their advocacy for civil and political rights. Substantial normative victory can now be declared in civil and political rights, a fact that should release some of the energy, resources, and skills of NGOs to the other, equally important, cannon of the human rights corpus—economic and social rights. It is only through the vitality of NGOs that IGO inertia in these rights can be reversed.

It is in the elaboration of standards in the field of economic and social rights that the Declaration on the Right to Development will come to life because the jurisprudential and normative elements pertinent to it are embedded in questions and challenges of globalization, markets, and economic underdevelopment. The ICESCR and the Declaration should be read as sister instruments, and work on their elaboration and implementation should be seen as intrinsically related. The central questions that the Declaration on the Right to Development sought to address—economic powerlessness, underdevelopment, and exploitation—can be addressed in tandem with the ICESCR.

C. The Need for a Normative Framework on Disabilities

Human rights instruments can be general, like the UDHR, or thematic, like the ICCPR or CEDAW. However, all human rights instruments are based on the principle of equal protection and non-discrimination, which are the pre-eminent norms of the human rights movement. The existence of general scope human rights documents, in which everyone is protected, such as the ICCPR, does not obviate the need for a specific instrument targeted at a particular class of people or problem. That is why the female gender, which is guaranteed by all the rights in the ICCPR, still needs its own specific normative framework to address the particular problems and conditions that attach to it by virtue of its difference. The same is true with racial groups, minorities, indigenous peoples, workers, children, and other classes, categories, or groups with shared historical, ethnic, religious, social, linguistic, cultural, or other characteristics. It is only by recognizing these differences and specifically addressing them that society can ensure the victims equal protection. This is the reason why disabled persons have sought a normative framework to address their plight.
The protection of the rights of persons with disabilities is a recent development in most societies. For millennia, people with disabilities have suffered the most destructive of treatments, including murder, banishment, exclusion, and discrimination. The United States enacted a law specific to persons with disabilities. South Africa went even further and entrenched the protection of persons with disabilities in its 1996 Constitution. There is a growing awareness internationally that states and institutions ought to pass laws and create policies to protect persons with disabilities. NGOs that advance the cause of persons with disabilities have sprung up in most states.

In the last two decades, the United Nations has taken some modest steps to make persons with disabilities more visible in the human rights field. The UN declared 1981 the International Year of Disabled Persons. In 1982, the UN adopted the World Programme of Action Concerning Disabled Persons. In 1987, a meeting of experts declared these steps inadequate and recommended that the UN adopt a treaty on the subject. In 1993, the UN General Assembly adopted the Standard Rules on the Equalization of Opportunities for Persons with Disabilities. In 1994, the UN appointed Bengt Lindqvist, a former Swedish cabinet minister, Special Rapporteur on Disability. In September 2001, President Vicente Fox of Mexico gave official voice to calls by disability INGOs when he proposed that the UN elaborate and adopt a convention on disabilities. In response, the UN General Assembly established an Ad Hoc Committee to work on the question of a convention. In June 2002, the Mexican government hosted, with UN assistance, an inter-regional expert group meeting to discuss the elaboration of a disabilities convention.

Advocates for disability rights, including Mexico, were convinced that only a binding convention would be an effective method for protecting the rights of persons with disabilities. They correctly argued that the soft law measures taken by the UN, including the appointment of a Special Rapporteur, had borne little fruit beyond raising the visibility of disability concerns. Lindqvist, who served as the Special Rapporteur until December 2002, wanted the proposed convention based on existing human rights instruments and the principles spelled out by the ICESCR Committee in 1994. In October 2002, the Special Rapporteur applauded the initiative and leadership of Mexico.

in the drive for a convention, but he warned that there was resistance and opposition from a large number of states. He outlined three reasons that should be used to bring reluctant states on board. First, existing human rights instruments did not address the plight of persons with disabilities, which the proposed convention would. Second, a special convention would give status and visibility to disability rights, which other thematic treaties had done. Finally, only a special convention would provide an effective mechanism to monitor the implementation of disability rights.

Given all these activities, the momentum for a convention on disabilities picked up. Domestic NGOs, INGOs, and the International Disability Alliance (IDA)—a coalition of non-state actors came together to fast track a disability convention. The determined leadership of Mexico was instrumental in blunting reluctance or opposition to the convention from poorer states who lacked resources to address meaningfully the plight of persons with disabilities. Finally, on 13 December 2006, the General Assembly of the United Nations adopted the Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities and the Optional Protocol to the Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities. The Convention and its Protocol were put forward for signature by states on 30 March 2007. On the first day, the Convention was signed by a record eighty-one states, a seeming commitment to improve the lives of the estimated 650 million with disabilities worldwide. Regrettably, only one country—Jamaica—had ratified the Convention which needs twenty ratifications to enter into force. Ultimately, the language of the convention, the nature of the obligations of states, and the mechanisms for its monitoring and implementation will determine how quickly states ratify it so that it can enter into force. In the meantime, the convention's proponents must lobby, cajole, pressure, and push states to ratify. The successful campaign for the CRC should offer them valuable lessons. Disability rights are one of the last major equal protection issues in which the UN has now created treaty obligations on states.
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D. Other Candidate Issues for Standards

It is difficult to predict today with precision what new human rights standards will be needed in the future. It is certain, however, that the quest for new standards or for the expansion, re-definition, and elucidation of existing standards will not end. Nor will fresh campaigns to institute new—or improve upon—monitoring, implementation, and enforcement mechanisms and processes. In short, standard setting is a dynamic, open-ended process. The only questions that remain open are the areas in which those standards will be set and the nature of the normative framework they will adopt. Still, on the horizon there is a silhouette of emergent concerns that should become more pressing with time. These include existing standards that need further elaboration, as well as new issues that are beginning to exert themselves on the conscience of humankind.

Women's rights is one area where existing standards and enforcement mechanisms require additional attention. It is only in the last two decades that the human rights movement has lifted the veil over women's rights. It is merely in the last decade in particular that many societies have started to recognize and address the stubborn and deeply embedded laws, practices, beliefs, customs, and structures that are the instruments for the victimization of women. The doctrines and practices of all religions—both major and minor—largely buttress negative views and practices against women. It is here that the human rights movement, including the women's rights movement, falters and struggles mightily to find effective and acceptable approaches for change. CEDAW, the key women's treaty, its Committee, the UN Special Rapporteur on Violence Against Women, and the 1995 Beijing Platform for Action are significant normative and institutional achievements in the struggle for women's dignity and development—but they are just a beginning. Women still remain seriously lacking in virtually all spheres of life in most countries.262

Existing standards on women's rights—and the corresponding duties on states—have to be clarified further, and more guided performance targets need to be established in order for them to be realized. More resources and energy must be applied to the translation of these standards at the ground level within nations. Universal monitoring and enforcement bodies, like the CEDAW Committee, may have to be reformed to make them more effective.263 At the normative level, more may have to be done in the vexed relationship between religious doctrine and practice and women's rights. The work of

Abdullahi An-Na‘im, a scholar of Islam and human rights, who pursues the normative reinterpretation of holy text and Sharia to promote and protect the rights of women, will be indispensable in setting new or reforming existing human rights standards.264 This and similar scholarship should be the basis for more informed NGO normative activism within IGOs and states. Translating the normative and institutional gains of the last decade, including the Beijing Platform for Action, will require the refinement of standards or the creation of new ones to reach entrenched problems, obtain effective receptivity, and promote enforcement by individual states.

Terrorism is another international problem that has exerted pressure on human rights. The standard-setting universe appears to have contracted somewhat after the 9/11 suicide attacks and the US response to them. It has even been suggested that the human rights era may be over. Popular and scholarly commentary suggests that concerns about security and terrorism have pushed human rights further down the ladder of international concerns.265 Recent actions by a number of governments suggest that terror and security are now being used as a pretext to violate human rights or sharply qualify official support for them.266 There is no dispute that states have an obligation to protect those within their borders from violent attacks. However, the war against terror must not be used as a pretext to trample on human rights.

There must be proper balance between human rights and security concerns. This means that human rights NGOs and think tanks must lead efforts to establish a normative and policy relationship between human rights and the duty of states to protect civilians from violent attacks without compromising human rights. Existing UN instruments on terror and related questions were designed to prevent and punish terror, and not to deal with the relationship between terror and human rights.267 NGOs and IGOs ought to take a fresh look at this complex dilemma and suggest a normative framework to address it. It seems clear that new standards will have to be set to unravel the conflict between these two critical but conflicting questions.268
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The last major emerging issue that requires international standards is sexual orientation, another equal protection problem. Patriarchy and heterosexism are the dominant assumptions of all major legal, religious, social, political, economic, and cultural traditions. The national state and the international legal orders are based on these assumptions. Discrimination, exclusion, neglect, and abuse of gays and lesbians are common to most societies. Anti-homosexual attitudes and practices have historically been given expression in the law of virtually all states. However, in the past several decades gay rights movements have cropped up at the national and international levels. These movements seek equal protection and non-discrimination. A number of states have either repealed anti-gay laws or passed new laws to protect gay persons from discrimination. The 1996 Constitution of South Africa explicitly protects the right to sexual orientation in its bill of rights.

In the last decade, some national, regional, and international organs seem willing to consider a form of protection for gay rights. More than any other region, Europe has been willing to protect gay rights. A number of cases at the European Court of Human Rights have ruled that the European Convention on Human Rights prohibits discrimination against homosexuals. In an opinion, the UN Human Rights Committee has stated that the reference to “sex” and “other status” in Articles 2(1) and 26 of the ICCPR, respectively, must be taken to include the prohibition of discrimination based on sexual orientation. This interpretation by the Human Rights Committee has important legal value, but it does not settle the status of gay rights in human rights and international law.

Gay rights have not crystallized in international human rights law. In 1994, gay rights received a major boost when Amnesty International decided to adopt as prisoners of conscience persons imprisoned solely for their homosexuality. However, Amnesty did not state whether it considered sexual orientation a universal human right. Despite powerful constituencies that are opposed to the recognition of sexual orientation as a human right, global political and normative trends suggest that there is a gathering momentum in favor of gay rights. A normative framework, perhaps in the form of a treaty on sexual preferences and practices, may have to be considered.
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E. Is There a Need for New Strategies?

The drafters of the UDHR could not have imagined the enormous success of the human rights movement. But actors in the world of standard setting need to pursue more coalitionary, consultative, and participatory approaches to standard setting. These approaches must be crosscutting among states, INGOs, local NGOs, the South, the North, and across social cleavages. The suspicions and exclusions of the past ought to be discarded, so all the key actors can work in unison. NGOs will have a central role to play in this process because they have the energy, interest, expertise, and credibility to push for new standards. The same approaches will be relevant whether one seeks to protect existing standards, revise them, or even push for entirely new ones. It is important for standard-setters to think outside the box, or even against the box, that is, beyond the treaty as the only preferable method for norm setting. The Guiding Principles on IDPs demonstrated the need for such flexibility.

Investment in standard setting remains a critical question. There are many emergent needs, so it seems that clear, substantial investments are still required. These include the area of disabilities, sexual orientation, economic and social rights, and even women’s rights. It is true that more resources are also required for implementation. This should not mean that standard setting should be abandoned. If that were the case, the ICC would never have come into being. The creation of a normative edifice is the biggest success of the movement. To be sure, there are still many gaps and weaknesses in human rights standards, and much remains to be done. The movement’s failures have been in implementation and enforcement. The good news is that the human rights movement is now an integral part of the human conscience. The bad news is that both new standards and the clarification of existing ones tend to be areas of great controversy and complexity. Standards in the area of civil and political rights are highly developed and sophisticated, while in the field of economic rights progress has been slow, if not static at times.

The right to development, like all group or collective rights, is faced with particularly acute challenges. Standards on terrorism and human rights, sexual orientation, and women’s rights provide different challenges. NGOs, the engines that drive the standard-setting processes within IGOs, must learn the lessons of past campaigns, both failures and successes, to craft effective approaches for each of these target areas. The most stubborn of these areas is economic and social rights, and by extension, the right to development. Reluctance characterizes the response of many states, IGOs, and NGOs, particularly INGOs, to standard setting in these rights. Courage, innovative approaches, and new sponsors are needed to overcome the fatigue and disinterest associated with these rights. INGOs must first shed their reluctant embrace of economic and social rights and go beyond the current efforts of
Amnesty International and Human Rights Watch. However, these two large INGOs will be critical in this campaign. Both should reallocate a considerable percentage of the enormous resources that they put into civil and political rights to economic and social rights. This is justifiable in view of the remarkable successes in standard-setting and the implementation of civil and political rights, on the one hand, and the yawning gap, on the other, in the equally important corpus of economic and social rights.

Reporting and monitoring would tremendously raise the visibility of these rights. The influence and access of INGOs to political and business elites in the North and within multilateral development and finance institutions, such as the World Bank, would soften their opposition. This is an important first step in this campaign. Secondly, INGOs must create a broad civil society coalition with NGOs from the South that have been working on economic and social rights and on the consequences of globalization. Some of these local NGOs have a wealth of experience, expertise, and committed personnel who understand the issues and can articulate the problems that must be addressed by new standards. In the past, such coalitions have been lopsided, with INGOs setting the agenda and determining the priority issues.

There is no need for the adoption of wholly new strategies in the pursuit of standards in some areas where there are gaps, including in women's rights. However, the lessons of the history of standard setting in human rights suggest that large coalitions of INGOs and NGOs should form the nucleus of such campaigns. Secondly, sympathetic states and UN specialized agencies can become important allies and catalysts—and sometimes leaders—of these campaigns. Mexico on disability rights, Costa Rica on the Optional Protocol to the Torture Convention, and Norway with the Declaration on Human Rights Defenders are classic examples of states that sought leadership in the setting of particular standards. NGO coalitions and sympathetic states are formidable. The Landmines Convention and the Convention on the Rights of the Child are models of such cooperation. It is this formula and levels of commitment that advocates for human rights should cultivate to address the normative lacunae in the human rights corpus. Otherwise, the lacunae in these rights will undermine the success and authority of the human rights movement and threaten its gains. The movement must conquer these new frontiers to remain relevant and to protect its achievements.